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ALBUUUEHQUE. NEW MEXICO. 11IUHSDAY. JULY 9.

criticize one is to criticize his pursu-- . the unaided efforts ot one solitary,
lug bliadow. And so, 1 must say, if member of the committee on platform
it should appear to anyone that in and resolutions, who dragged it .out
noting and donounc'ng abuses and fa- only to witness Its deep entombment
vors on the part of the present ad- -, by the body of a convention. Thus
ministration any license is assumed, died one of "my policies" to which
1 urge the Impossibility of separating
that convention in effusive, if dictated
the present occupant of the White language, declared In Its platform
House from his own annointcd one. j their unfaltering adherence.
It has been made evident in the Injunction and Contempts 0f urt.
Let me go on. There has been and
pending campaign that the Republ.- cans will seek to conjure with the is now In public demand for legislaname of Roosevelt and will rely upon tion regulating, not abolishing, the
the president's policies as a treasured process of injunction and the power
asset. The president has advertised to punish for alleged Indirect or conhimself and his polices with a fre- structive contempts of courts. Ever
quency and ability that surpasses the since 1898 the Democratic party has
best effort of the shrewdest press protested against hasty and
use of Injunctions and has been
agent. A distinguished Republican, a
former cabinet oftlcer, once publicly Insisting on the right of fair trial in
proclaimed the president to be the all cases of constructive contempts.
greatest exponent of the art of ad- The Republican party has been avoidvertising the world has known. The ing this question. So the president,
country has been told, and not al- In taking it up, and Mr. Taft in his
lowed to forget that, 4n his opinion, letter to the labor unions advocated
his energies have been devoted to the a measure that the Democratic party,
accomplishment of many high pur- acting In behalf ot the correct adminposes, and that if his work is yet In- istration of public Justice, has oeen
complete it Is so only because his un- demanding for twelve years. We are
dertakings were too vast to be car- authorised to conclude that In framried to success during his term of ing, revising or dictattt.g the Chicago
"My policies ' must con- platform he suffered from a lapse ot
of oftice.
tinue. So the champion
of these memory to abandon the policy he had
would transfer office and power to so vigorously urged in his official
his favorite cabinet minister, and his capacity, for he said in a message to
CANDIDATES ARE DROPPING OUT
spear Is to have a fellow. The pre- Congress;
"I also urge that action be taken
tense is that the fight must go on
DRAWS NEAR FOR SELECTING BRYAN'S MATE under the leader designated by him along the line of recommendations I
AS
until the last foe shall have surren- have already made concerning Injuncdered or lies Inglorious in the dust. tions In labor disputes. No temporary
restraining order should be Issued by
sucThe nomination of his would-b- e
cessor was largely accomplished oy any court without notice, and the peInability of Resolutions Committee to Get Together on Var- the use of official patronage and tition for a permanent injunction upmachine methods, and has de- on which such temporary restraining
ious Planks Causes Adjournment Until This Evening. coarse
lighted the chief apostle of strenu-osit- order has been Issued should be heard
and, at the twine time has not by the court issuing the same within
When It Is Expected Mr. Bryan's Platform Will be Pushed perturbed
the conscience of the one- a reasonable time say not to exceed
from the date
civil service reformer, now the a week or thereabouts
Steam Roller Is time
lh rough Without Serious Trouble-H- is
boss an 1 adept in the bestowal of when the order was Issued. It is worth
public plunder and forgetful of all his considering whether It would not give
Working Overtime but "Allies" Are Cheered Jy Strength resounding
moral commonplaces. No greater popular confidence in the ImAmerican could read the partiality of sentence for contempt
Displayed During PIght to Oust Guifey Last Night- - Expect fairmlnded
dally account of the recent political It it was required that the issue should
doings at Chicago without feeling be decided by another Judge than the
to Nominate Candidates Tonight.
mortification and regret; mortifica- one Issuing the injunctions, except
tion that the president should have where the contempt Is committed In
so abused his power in dictating to a the presence of the court or other
Denver, July 9. When the Demo- McCreary, of Kentucky, chairman of great party his choice of a successor, cases of urgency."
11:36
the committee on permanent organi- and rerret that that party should
cratic national convention at
Surely he and hla party eulogists
last night adjourned until 11 o'clock sation, then made the report ot that have submitted to a cowardly humil- forgot that he had but a few months
acricommittee, which recommended Con- iation that was as manifest as It was before advised Congress that "It Is
this morning, after an hour of
Clayton for permanent degrading.
monious debato over the report of gressman
worth considering whether it would
one
chairman, Urey Woodson for secrethe committee on credentials,
policies
consti- not give greater popular confidence
are
What
the
that
s.
sergeant-at-armtary
snag hud been removed from tne
and John I. Martin for
tute the capital ot the Republican In the Impartiality of sentences for
channel through which the candidacy
party In this campaign and that are contempt it it was required that the
on
the
of William J. Bryan must pajs
The report was adopted unanimousupon to support the candidacy Issues should be decided by another
reliei
presiway to tiie nomination for the
ly and the chairman appointed
Judge than the one issuing the in
Mr. TaftT
of
a
liy
dency of the United States,
committee to escort Chairman Clayton
junction."
To recall Democratic
platforms,
re3
vote of lil 5 to Si the convention
to the platform. As he stepped onto speeches and measures is to convince
There has not been a session ot Con
jected the minority report of the
the platform two little girls dressed in any man that many of the president's greets lu twelve years at which the
the principal practical effect red, whie and blue dresses, presented public utterances were derived from Republican ,irty ooui- - not ' have
ot v:.- h "as to unseat the group if hiiu with an immense bouquet of an avowed familiarity with
defining
the teach- passed a law prescribing,
coru" Mi d delegate 'torn Pennsylvania American Beauty roses. Clayton kissed ings of our parly.
and regulating the ' Issuance of In
utterances
His
- to
.
hostiletn" .'itiidacy of llryan and each little girl and then began his that are Democratic have given him Junctions and providing for fair trials
more particularly friendly to the in- speech.
his only claim to bo a reformer and in contempt cases. Yet nothing has
terests of National Committeeman
Chairman Clayton's speech was a have contributed more than all else been done to give the wage earner
-on,
the severe arraignment of President
Uuffey of Pittsburg. In add
lt to the popularity
he has enjoyed. The fair treatment and less than nothing
report added four to the reprcsciita-tiu- n
and of the Republican platform, heir and the party are committed to is offered to him In the Chicago deliv
to
the lie said:
of Oklahoma and thus four
"unfaltering adherence to the poli- erance. The meaningless generallt
of the convention.
total strength
Mr. Chairman and Fellow Demo- cies of the president."
of its injunction plank are an in
What are
These four are liryan men.
crats: Let me thank you for the these policies and what are the suit to the intelligence of those who
Work on the platform was still
honor you have conferred upon me.
achievements of president and party? demand reasonable and substantial
legislation to prevent the admitted
when the weary
This is a Democratic year. DemCtuiiiuiigii Contributions.
having it in charge went to ied ocratic ideas are now popular. Docmust b"i admitted that the repub- abuse of this judicial process.
It
Again tho president said to Con
close to midnight, expecting to re- trines always taught by our party and lic cannot long survive It fraud and
sume at 8:3U this morning.
scoffed at by our opponents are now corruption become material factors In gress:
"Twenty-tw- o
There was another night of festiv1-ti'.- urged us a gospel of their own. our elections. No man has said more
years ago, by act of
in Denver last night, but the fact Measures and policies of Democratic than the president about t'u corrupJune litf, lsstf trades unions were rec
that eonvt ntion people were busy at origin are now prctendedly advocated tion of dictions. You reca1! his mes- ognized by law, and the right of the
tiie hall, and more especially shei r by the leaders of the Republican sage to Congress in December, 1105, laboring people to combine for lawphysical weariness following the tre- party, it is no longer anarchistic to w here It said that:
ful purposes was formally recognized
mendous demonstration of yesterday declare private monopoly to be Inde
"It has been only too clearly shown til s right including combination for
afternoon, kept the celebration with- feasible or that the great transports that certain men at the head ot these mutual protection of the Individual
in bounds.
tion companies should be regulated large corporations
take but small rghts of the workman lu the prosecuCol. Ciuffey, who was the storm and controlled by public law. Fornolo of the ethical distinction between tion of their trade or trades; and In
center of iast night's fight on the mer questioning of the decision by a honesty and dishonesty; they draw the the act of June 1, litlts, strikes were
floor of tiie convention, was early in bare majority ot the supreme court line only this side of what may je recognized as legal in the same pro
consultation with his lieutenants to- in the income tax case cannot now be called law honesty, the kind of hon- vision that forbade participation in or
day and with the elements outside the heard, because of the greater noise of esty necessary in order to avoid fall- Instignatlon of force or violence
delegation ho saw in last night' vote the vehement and embroidered de- ing jiuo the clutches of the law."
against persons or property, or the at
a remaining chance of overcoming nunciation of Judges and Judicial acts
We have here the condemnation of tempt to prevent others from workUryan's strength. Ho would not dis- that have shocked the country,
A the practice-Has he proved his faith ing, by violence, threat or intimidacuss the vole in detail, but seemed to demand for the revision of the tariff by his works? Is it true or not that tion. The business man must be pro
think that while it demonstrated a is no longer a threat to destroy our four years ago he selected for his tected in person and property, and so
heavy current of opposition to the industrial system. Trusts are not to campaign manager a novice In politics must the farmer and the wage workplans of those controlling the couven- - be tolerated even oy the Republican whose principal qualifications for the er, and as regards all alike, the rights
lion, Bryan might develop greater party. We need not now enlarge on position was the power he held over of peaceful combination for all lawstrength on the presidential ballot the list of Republican admissions and the
of the land? Is it ful purposes should oe explicitly rec
j
than he did last night.
promises for election purposes only. true or not that the oftlclal place as ognized."
Hut the total of 3S7 votes inspired The Republican
party has made secretary of commerce and labor gave
"it must be remembered that a pre
the allied opposition with new hopes., marked progress in promises to the full knowledge of these business se- limlnary Injunction in a labor case,
It develop d in this connection that a people and much greater progress In crets and relations of corporations to If granted without adequate proof may
strong effort was made to avoid a aiding selfish interests and special this campaign manager, and clothed oi'le-i- settle the dispute between the
night, as the liryan man- privileges. This party, gu'ded by ex- him with power with the assent of tho parties, and therefore If improperly
vote laagers desired not to have an Issue pediency and campaign
necessity, president, to punish or reward them grunted may do irreparable
wrong.
which would disclose the strength of would camp this year on Democratic by publishing or withholding their se- Tel there are many Judges who as
ground. If it is apparent recent crets that he had collected as such sume a matter-of-courthe two contending elements.
granting of
York delegation held an- progress Is to continue it does not re- secretary ?
The N'i-a preliminary injunction to be the orother caucus this morning, but the quire a very great sweep of the imug-- .
Is It true or not that, with his dinary and proper Judicial disposition
only action taken with reference to nation to see written into a Republipower In Id In terror over the corpo- of such cases, and there have un
the attilude towards the nomination can platform four years hence those rations, he solicited or had his agents doubtedly been flagrant wrongs com
for president and vice president was imiiu.rtal words of Thomas Jefferson, snlieit campaign contributions
from in tied by Judges in connection with
a formal adaption of the unit rule un- "Kqual rights to all, special prii-lcge- s them? is it H ue ur not that such a labor and even within the last few
to none."
der wlili h the ent re 7S votes of the
reiUist under such circumstances was years.''
state will he cast in one block. NorThe R publican party, having had a demand upon the corporations
a' It is important to note that the act
naman
Mack was also
fuil control of the federal govern- deiiiirel that tiny acceded to, know-- ! of June Z'J, ls&ti, was passed at the
tional ciiiiiiuitteeinan from New York ment for more than a decade, must lot; that tne man who made it had firat session of tliu first Congress that
state--.
give an account of Us stcwai dsuip. I lie power to punish them in case met under the f ist Democratic, ad
Yesterday's strenuous proceedings Its pretentious claims, largely without they refund? Can It be doubted that ministration after tiie civil war and
at the morning session of the conven- foundation and largely exaggerated, in this way vast sums were raised? there labor received its first recugnl
tion and the late session last night will not sufllce. Let honest investiga- If so, how much of these contributioii from tiie gowniunt.
One Re
had a marked effect on the delegates tion reveal the bad and defective laws tions were used for legitimate ex- publican admlntstrat on has succeeded
today, and they were slow in reaching pa-s-si d l,y that party; vicious policies penses and how much for corruption another for tuvcnty-fuu- r
years and not
their Heats. This was particularly maintained; reforms rejected; dissim- purposes we do not know. Notwith- one act was passed :n the Interest ot
noticeable n the larger states, such ulation practiced; incompetency con- standing savage
denials labor or In acknowledgment of its
as .'c Ymk, Pennsylvania Illinois fessed by its fa. lures to meet urgent we know that a subsequent Investiga- right to fair and cUl treatment. The
and iihi i. The Pennsylvania men had pubic needs; and exhibiting this In- tion of certain insurance companies Republicans enact, d a tariff w hich
planned to meet befure the conven- competency by the appointment of uncovered the fact that large amounts enhanced the price of products that
tion to elect a national committeeman, Junketing commissions fur the alleged were contributed by these companies labor had made and capital owned,
but the Idea was abandoned in favor purpose of advising that party so long to the Republican campaign fund
and they pret.-- l, d to do this with a
.of holding the election after the dele- -' In control and of such boasted legis- not the money of the men who gave view of securing for labor higher
gates reached their seats in the co:i-- i lative wisdom what legislation is
it, but motley covert'y taken without wages.
What tiny have given, how-ee- r.
by the country.
vention hall. This was also aban- -'
Against the consent of stockholders or policy holdwas to tin ,a,talist and they
doned and It was decided to hold a Republican party, so degenerate and ers and entered on the bonks in a way ti usled liim to tl.wle. That the Inmeeting immediately after adjourn-- , crafty, is a capable, determined, hon- calculated to conceal the embezzle- creased ptofits of i ,; lifted employers
est Democracy, In sympathy with all ment. All this was done in the in- have made them ub.e to pay the lanient of the session.
At 11 o'clock, the hour set for con-- j Jut public demands, and competently terest of the Republican candidate in, ring men liigli. r wages no one can
venlng. scarcely a hundred delegates asking in Its behalf the rami d public for president. Tin money was used, doubt, but It remains for the saving
were In their places. The hall began Judgment To that Judgment the Issue the candidate was elected and he con- grace of Almighty !"d so to touch
to fill more rap.dly after 11. each en- must ne eomm.tted, and we unhesi- tinued to deliver lectures on decency their hearts as to make theni willing
trance pouring its hundreds Into the tatingly submit our cause to that fine and for honesty 'n elections, send- to pay the higher wages. Among the
audltorum, which had already begun and true sense for the right we know ing messages to Congress on publicity contributions
ili.it went to make up
to feel the effects of the midsummer distinguishes the American people.
and cainpa.gn contributions out at the monument that this great man,
In thU niindrenn al contest
heut outside.
It was 11:30 before
Mr. times when these were certain to be
Cleveland, buildcd in the resp.ell called the convention to order. Roosevelt has Identified himself with unavailing.
The Chicago convention pect and affection n? hit countrymen,
Chairman Hell In a short speech; Mr. Taft.
Mr. Tart has identified has met, transacted Its business, and few ire more striking than his almost
thanked the delegates for the honor, himself with Mr. Roo.eve!t. The Re. has adjourned.
The question of a instant recogi itioti. is evidenced by
conferred on him and then Introduced publican party has Inseparably Iden- publicity bill was mooted here, was this
t of ISM. of ii sane and Just
Rahbl Samuel Koch of Seattle, who tified the two together.
To praise defeated, and It would never
have demands of labor on the
Chairman) one you must praise tiie other; to i seen
delivered the Invocation.
light
except
power.
day
of
through
the
Un ler him Democracy blazed
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Delegates are About Worii Out After
Long Session Last Night and Arc
Slow in Convening Considerably
Less Enthusiasm Noticeable When
Clayton Tells His Views of Roosevelt
and Delegates are Glad to Adjourn
When Committee on Resolutions Is
Unable to Report.
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the way and now remains the unflinching champion of every ami'id
Immunity
reform in this direction.
from law we promise nobody; Immunity from oppression, from Its very
party has
Infancy the Democratic
been dedicated to establish and

The Tariff.
The president and his party declare
revision of the
that a
tariff would be unwise.
This assertion has been repeated In
advance of every election since the
enactment of the Dinghy law and
suiely the country will not again be
deceived by Republican promises to
revise the tariff after the election.
Their appeal to the peoplo Is this
give us another chance to make you
a promise and the promise will be
made.
What does protectionism mean?
Under the Hepubllcain policy of pr- -taction, the people, the consumers,
while paying a little over $300,000,-00- 0
per year Into the treasury througa
Import duties on foreign goods, pay
between 11.950,000,000 and $1,500,-000,00- 0
a year In enhanced prices of
home produced goods. Our domestic
manufactures exceed our total Im
ports by ten to one and they arw
nearly all protected. It is safe to say
that the people pay at least $5.00 'o
the already wealthy beneficiaries of
protectionism for ev ry dollar that
Is paid Into the treasury. Behind the
wall of high protection which In some
cater Is altogether prohibitive, th
trusts levy enormous tribute on the
peo.ile.
i his has amounted to not
less than $10,000,000,000 In the last
decade, not counting the amount paid
to support the government.
This
money has come from the pockets of
the farmer, the mechanic, tho merchant, the professional man and the
laborer, and has been poured lut't the
coffers of the protected classes. More
than
of the capital that derives profit from protection belong
to the trusts. The Democrats will revise tne tariff downward and in the
Interests of the tax payers, who are
always forgotten by the Republican
party.
There must be a revision and a
gradual reduction of the tariff by the
friends of tariff reduction for the
common good and not by the beneficiaries of Its abuse who Justify use
of the Impost taxing power for the
chief purpose of conferring privilege
ai d irofit up hi the few at tie expense of the many.
The president himself has said:
"I am ot the opinion that one
change In the tariff could with advantage be made forthwith. Our forests need every protection, and one
method of protecting them would ba
to put upon the free list wood pulp,
with a corresponding reduction upon
paper made from wood pulp, won
they come from any country that
does not put an export duty upon
them."
What was the fruit of this recommendation?
In the House a committee was appointed to muddy the
waters, to placate the newspapers and
to excuse
The Republican majority decided to do nothing.
In fact, my countrymen, as I recall
It, the only work done by the freak
ways and means committee of the Re
publican house in the matter of the
revision or reduction ot the admit
tedly unjustifiable high tariff was to
report out a bill to put upon the free
list tea sweepings and tea dust. This
Is the sum total of the result of all
the
tariff promises made
and repeated in several campaigns.
Trusts.
It is the shortest of steps from the
tariff to the trusts. Let it be denied
if ihey care to deny it, that the tariff
is tiie real mother of the trusts.
The president has made great pretense of destroying trusts. Let hitn
tell of the result. In a message delivered to Congress he said:
"The deimrtiiieiit of Justice has for
the last four years devoted more atlegislation than
tention to anti-truMuch has been acanything else.
complished; particularly marked has
been the moral effect of the prosecutions; but it is Increasingly evident
that there will be a very Insufficiently
beneficial result in the way of economic change. The successful prosecution of one device to evade the law
Immediately develops another device
to accomplish
the same purpose.
What is needed Is not sweeping prohibition of every arrangement, good
or bad, which may tend to restrict
competition, but such adequate super,
vision and regulation as will prevent
any restriction of competition from
being to the regulation as will prevent other abuses in no way connected w ith restrictions or competition."
This Is an admission of failure and
one does not need to dwell on this
admission further than to say that the
imprisonment of those who violated
the law would not have a more salutary effect than all that has been done
or tn'ght have been done In this
during his entire administra-

two-thir-

non-actio- n.
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EXPECTS RAILWAY MEN PROTEST
TO OBSERVE STRICT

AT INJUNCTION

NEURTALITY

PLANK

Agreement Is Reached In
Between Creel
and Secretary
Bacon.

Con-feren-

One .Submitted by

ce

Has Approval of
Gompers but Not of
Railroads.

AMBASSADORSAYS
TROUBLE

Sub-Committ- ee

APPEAL TO BRYAN

IS ENDED

10JRDER

CHANGE

Does Not Blame Texas Officials
Unterrlned Would Give Interstate
for Failure to Stop Bandits
Board Control Over Corporaand Has No Complaint to
tions and Would Physical
Make Agalnlt any United
Valuation of Railroads- - DeStates Official.
lay In Committee Work,
Washington, July 9. Ambassador
Creel, representing
Mexico,
who
reached this city yesterday from the
City of Mexico, where he was on
leave of absence, held a two hours'
conference with Acting Secretary of
state Bacon this morning and a perfect understanding between th
two
governments was reached a a result
of the discussion of the revolutionary
movement in Mexico.
Ambassador Creel was on leave of
absence when the trouble In northern
Mexico broke out and was at once
recalled. He came to Washington as
fast as possible and lost no time in
arranging a conference with the state
department when he arrived here.
According to the agreement reached this morning, after a full discussion of matters In Mexico, the United
Slates government proposes to take
all steps possible to prevent any vio
lation of the neutrality law on the
Mexican border. Ambassador Creel
had no complaint to make In regard
,
to any American officials.
Ambassador Creel expressed the belief that the raid in Mexico
had
been completely stopped, and that no
more trouble would occur. Regarding
the attitude of Texas he said:
"The Mexican government 1 thoroughly satisfied that the federal official end those of Texas did all In
their power to aid Mexico in restoring quiet along the border, as oon a
the situation was brought to their attention. The Texas authorities could
In no sense be held responsible for
In
the raids which were organised
that state, as violation of neutrality
laws and matters of extradition are
questions for the federal authorities
to handle."
BEGIN

WORK ON
ALBUQUERQUE

EASTERN

ante-electi-

Law Kays Iroe Will Be
Assembled at Once Kxjxvts So
Diflkully In Financing Pro-

ITi-slde-

ject.

Denver, July 9. Whether the committee on resolutions will be ready
to rport at 7:30 o'clock tonight mm
expected is still a question, aa toer
are said to be several Important
planks of the platform yet undecided .
It was stated this morning that th
platform was practically completed
but the committee later reported it .
would not be able to report until this)
evening.
The
received and
about noon adopted a railroad plank
by
as revised
a small committee. It
provide for the valuation ot railroads
by the Intercalate commerce commission and would auohtrlse that commission to control rates.
also adopted a
The
trust plank, which would give the interstate commerce commission super-v.siover all corporations doing interstate business ot more than a million dollars a year.
"No Injunction shall issue In labor
dispute cases where a writ could not
be employed in absence of the existence of such dispute." Tbis is the esprovision
sence ot an injunction
which has been draw u up by a committee of three, consisting t Ueorge
Williams ot Massachusetts, Alton - tt.
Parker of New l'uik and Jerry Sullivan of Iowa. It was presented to the
full committee this morning and Is declared to be satisfactory except to the
The
raiilyay trainmen's organization.
plank further provides for Jury trials
a to facts in all cases of injunction.
This plank Is exactly what was ask
ed for by President Uomper of the
American Federation of Labor and I
understood to have been approved by
him as drawn. Bryan was telegraphed to last night in behalf ot the protesting railway men, and told that
the provision as drawn was Impractical and Incapable of administration,
by any Judge.
Tho Injunction provision Is contained In what is known
as the labor plank of the platform.
This plank also declares for an eight-hoday and for a comprehensive
employers' act.
took the plank
The
under consideration and after several hours' session adopted a plank
which omits the requirements of notice before the Institution of Injunction suits, the view of the
being that necessity for such
notice Is obviated by the provision
that labor disputes shall be treated
In this connection the same as other
The plauk as adopted
controversies.
does provide for Jury trials In proceedings for violation of injunctions.
te

on

'

ur

Santa Fe, N. M., July 9. (Khc1h1).
Hubert Uiw, president of the New
Mexico Central railway, the new company resulting from the merger of
the Santa Fe Central and Albuquerque
Kastern Interests, said yesterday that
while the merger was not to take effect until September 1. he was anxious to have work on the proposed WORKMEN KILLED
road out of Albuquerque commence as
soon as possible, and would most likeUNDER FALLING BRID6E
ly begin assembling construction out-ti- ts
Immediately, so as to be able to
begin actual construction by September 1.
ICIilne btructiire lVlliipd, t'tHTylug
Mr. Law said that he anticipated
laborer to IHtuli f ourteen
presibeing unable on account of the
Itodio llcuowrvd.
get
to
sufficient
dential campaign
money at the beginning to push the
Cologne, July 9. A new bridge unwork of construction as fast as he der construction over the Kiilne at
desi.-ed-,
but that he felt confident Cologne fell today and many workmoney would be plentiful as soon as men engaged on the structure were
the election was over.
killed. l'i to noon fourteen bodies
It Is believed that the newly or- had been recovered and nine men
ganized com puny will do its ow n con- taken from the water seriously instruction work, employing the men jured. .Some workmen are tlil und
to do the work from
the country the collapsed inaj--s with no V.ope. of
through which the road will pass. their rcscut. It is linpo.s'b!c to tell
act number
This will be a great boon to a large at the present time tho
number of the new settlers In the of victims.
Kstancla valley. Mr. Ijaw will havo
I" Al.l.l
i IUMr lill.l.S TF..V.
aitive charge of the construction
i
The roof of
St. Petersburg, July
rk.
a building under consti u lion near th
tion.
Duma building collujuid this mornThe Democratic party will strike
ing, killing uu workmen and injuring
special
privileges whether FLAMES DESTROY
down
forty others.
granted through a high protective tariff or granted to government charterMILS. lll(Kli:i' ItltVMt lKU.
CONEY ISLAND HOTELS
ed corporations by permission of law.
Chicago, July a. Sir.-.- Ilairlet W.
All trusts owe their birth and their
Ilrand, treasurer of the National Woability to continue existence to one or
unlou,
the other of these two forms of spe- Two Ijirjro Structures Are Ilurucd man's Chris' Ian Temperance
died today at Kvuntou after an illcial privileges.
For private monopt
and
'ire
I
Tlircutciis
ness of tvto months.
oly, no business approximating private
I'Uu-cs- .
monopoly in another or In magniture
can endure without one or the other
or both.
New York,
July 9. Fire which
iiio Itcecut luiiic.
VI AIiZli l.A ItKC VLI-- S
caused a loss of a quarter million dolproceeding at once to a mention of lars at Coney Island early today deCUAKUK 1K AFF.UItfcS
tinRepublican party's dealing with stroyed two large hotels and for a
the disturbed finances of the coun-- ', time threatened destruction of Luna
Washington, July 9. The Ven- try. we are brought before the curious park at Dreamland and teepleehawe
ezuelan charge de affaires ha
uislative compound, the Vrocland-- ; park. Tho fire started in l'abst loop,
presented h:s letter of recall to
AMrich bill. The Republican party which was totally destroyed, as was
the United States government.
boasts of Rs knowledge of finance. Vandeveer's hotel. All guests and emThis completely severs diplomat- Ic relations
What hive they given us In this law? ployes escaped from both hotels with
between the ito
It
will
be remembured that In the exception of one woman at
countries.
w ho was overcome by the
(Continued on I'age rour.)
smoke and was rescued w.th difficulty.
st
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Tluin the limited?

The Santa Ke firemen baseball team
played the engineers Tuesday afternoon and showed them a schedule on

which the engineers could not make
the time. Katun Hange.

Albuquerque, N. M.,

Using medium of

AI.ni'OIT.flOl-F-

Ki

Another tiuow Coming.

New Mexico is going to elect Mr.
Congress.
to
Larrasolo
Springer

Stockman.

Is that so, Brother Hutch.? Not In
this year of our Lord. Santa llooa
Sun.

Not 111.4 Master's Voice.
Mrs, I'revost
celebrated dog Ted
dy, the only Jiving thlnif named after
Kingston,
Roosevelt in
has Injured his
fine baritone voice. Dogologists claim
is
by
that It
caused
lark!ng too long
at the shadows. Sierra County Advo

wtom,

fiirr THE NEWS FIRST."
STATEHOOD FOR NFW MEXICO"
WE

cate.

No ;old llrlcko, Either.
The attention of tho Republican
has been called to the fact that there
ar no bricks In Gallup. Not even
enough to build a chimney. It looks
as though here was an opening for
The following, from the Kansas City Star, Is Interesting, as another some
enterprising man to start up a
sample of the treatment of American women es compared wl;h that in good
paying
business. McKinley
vogue only a few years ago:
County Republican.
A growing habit among testators Is aga:n exemplified In the will of Mr.
Pine ICuliw and lllg Smiles.
Cleveland who. it Is said, has devised the bulk of his estate to his widow.
Fine rains are reported from the
This practice follows out the proper Idea that the conjugal relationship, unvarious parts of this coutitv. and
der conditions that make It happy and successful, is a trustful partnership. Judging from reports the rain was
nor a producer of revenue, she Is, where general tnrougnout the territory. EvIf the wife Is not a wage-earnis wearing a smile except the
he Is true to her obligations, at least a conserver of her husband's moans. erybody
estate men. and thev
.In
For a woman to be a helpmate to a man it Is not at all necessary that she any business because the people know
In
affairs oetter than to sell their land. Ellda
ehould participate In the, strife of business, or concern herself
News.
i
other than those that afTect the home.
The wife who looks diligently after the interests of her household, who
Whin's In n Name?
makes a home that Is pleasant and attractive to her husband, who is seduMr. K. A. Itoose Is the name of the
lous In the exercise of her maternal duties, and who makes the very most newly elected principal
of our city
eat of the resources which come Into her hands fulfills all of the duties of schools. If the last letter of the
a conjugal partnership. She Is, In that case, as valuable and as Important a name were made a "t" it would spell
lioost," and If you then added "er"
factor In the accumulation and the care of an estate ts the husband.
you would have "Rooster."
Another
expected
Is
not
widower,
it
When a wife dies and leaves her husband a
fellow suggested that
the "a" be
f him that he will make a division of his property among his children. changed to
which would make It
Tiooze." What a suggestive name.
There Is never any such thing, even as a thought, that he will set himself We
hope that the man is as full of
keeps
He
a
any
other sort of dower.
off with a third of the estate or with
poss.ounies as nis name. San Mar
things in his own hands, exercising toward the children where there are cial Standard.
children such generosity as he may elect to show.
W.imen, let us be thankful, have come upon better and Juster times
Dcpcmlg on tho Method.
An eclipse of the sun occurred bethan they knew when they were "set off" with a fractional life estate In
tween g and 10 o'clock on Sunday
the property of their husbands and when. In specific, though not unusual morning.
The eclipse was caused by
cases, even such holdings were conditioned upon the tenure of their widow-Aootho moon passing between earth and
sun. The sky was clear, and the dark
!t has been demonstrated that widows Invested with such trusts, prove shadow was easily visible through
glasses. Numbers of people
to, be safe and able custodians of their husband's estates. What Is a moth- smoked
It In this way, but a few
er's is, usually speaking, her children's. What falls to the children belongs observed
who
a squint at It through colalmost never to their parents. Again, women have a fondness for responsi- ored took
bottles claim they saw sevbility and they have In them an ingredient of caution where property is eral beer
moons and two or
suns,
concerned wlch holds them to a careful standard of responsibility. You which goes to how that three
It depends
will discover. If you think It over, that the proportion of estates squandered a great deal on the kind of glass an
hy wives and by children who become legatees. Is about 1 to 10.
eclipse is observed through. Carri-7.oz- o

Wives as Partners

er

rc-a- l

d.

News.

Huuger Cure for Disease
is most difficult for the lay mind to appreciate the reasoning by which
that well known scientist, Prof. Hereward Carrington, arrives at his conclusion that all diseases can be cured by the simple process of going hungry.
Dr. Carrington, who Is one of the best known members of the council of

It

CHANGES
AT THE CRYSTAL

the American Institute for Scientific Research, declares that a total abstinence

from all food, when one Is diseased. Is a powerful and primary human Instinct. This Instinct points the way to cure fasting.
Commenting on this. Current Literature for July says: "If the Carrington theory of disease be correct and it Is outlined elaborately ln the
on the subjectthere Is a unity and oneness of all disease. All diseases, properly so called, originate ln a common cause, the different diseases being but the varying faces, aspects or modes of expression of this
primary disease. If the cause of this primary disease be due (apart from
mental influences and mechanical injuries) to an undue retention within
the system of effete, excrementous material, and the disease Itself merely
the active process of expulsion of this material and this is the sum and
aubstance of the Carrington theory there is but one method of cure, re
moval of the cause.
"Now there are normally but two ways ln which this Impure material
can enter the system through the lungs, by breathing impure ar or
through the stomach, ln swallowing Improper food and drink. In no other
way can Impurities normally introduce themselves into the system.
"It follows that there is only one method whereby this material may
tie expelled through the eliminating or depurating organs. Hy balancing
nd regulating the efforts of these organs and by keeping them at work
constantly their functions stimulated to the highest degree in this way
only can we ever hope to cure disease. A treatment devoted to any other
end or any other purpose Is purely wasted effort."
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At Omaha ltuuike boarded the
overland limited for Denver. In ths
Pullman he notu.d a woman In the
section opposite. She was dresjcd
in black and veiled but there was that
about her that told him she was'
young and beautiful.
For a time as the train thundered'
west Bourke look.-- out of the window. Tiring of fields he turned to
magazine. And tiring of them he
gave an exclamation of impatience.
He had sat with h's back toward
the woman as he looked out of the
w indow.
She h:ul raised her veil, and '
at hU exclamation she turned toward j
him.
"Edith!" he exclaimed.
.
"George!" she- tried.
There is no particular reason why
two young people who had been a
groat dial to each other should remain apart when they meet by chance
on a Journey after four years of separation.
George Bourke and Edith
Whitlock were drawn to each other
as unerringly us the magnet and the
steel. They sat together in her section as the train traveled the miles
across the Nebraska plains.
Their talk studiously avoided the
one incident of which each was thinking their parting
Just preceding
Edith Whitlock's marriage.
It had
been a marriago of convenience to a
man she did not love. He had died
two years before.
The yearning, dumb passion she
read now In the eyes of the hand
some young man created a like feel
ing in her heart, or rather merely re
vived that wh.ch had alwavs been
mere.
But circumstances had changed. In
that loneliness which had succeeded
tho marriage
of the one woman.
George Bourke had met the daughter
of Major Warfield. He had made a
formal proposal to her Just before
leaving New York on this western
trip. He had given her his Itinerary
and she had promised to telegraph
her answer.
Time seemed to fly as the train
sped.
At Julesburg he must change
cars for Denver, while the girl would
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go on west.

She was in no doubt about his feeling toward her. It needed no word
to express them to her womanly in'.u-ItioAnd she knew they were all
the stronger and deeper because of
his silence.
He pulled himself together Just as
the train reached the Junction.
"Edith," he said In a voice that
trembled, "I want you to know before we part that there has never
been but one woman to me, and that
there never will be but one. For
tune seems to be making things par
ticularly nard for me. I still hope.
though, and after I leave Denver I
am coming wet and I'm going to take
me iiueriy oi looKlllg you up II
things go as. I want them to go."
His face expressed the fear that
things would not go a.s he wished.
They shook hands, but neither dared
look Into the other's eyes. Then he
rushed for the door. He was making
ills way blindly across the crowded
platform In the- vague direction In
which the conductor said the Denver
train stood, when he heard his name
A telegram was handed him.
ailed.
Wildly he tore It open. It announced
the engagement of Natalie Warfield
to Count Something.
Bourke didn't
stop to see whom.
Followed by the bewildered porter
with his baggage he rushed back to
the overland limited and leaped
aboard.
"Here, this isn't the Denver train,"
protested the conductor.
Wo, thank God It Isn't," was all
Hourke said as he rushed Into the.
car.
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LAWN

SHIRTWAIST

TONIGHT
After you have finished the day's
work, eaten dinner, and settled
yourself for a pleasant evening at
home you will need to make the
evening's pleasure complete with a
copy of

..

The..

E vening
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Citizen
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Albuquerque's

leading home
newspaper the paper that prints
all the news of the day immediately after it occurs. Do not
wait for tomqrrow morning's paper to get today's news, but read
the news tonight, while it's fresh.
The evening paper covers
accurately but briefly while
it is still news. The morning paper simply elaborates.

world-langua-

six-roo- m

the-fiel- d

To keep posted up to the minute
read the Eveninu CITIZEN. The
Citizen is printed at 5 o'clock and
delivered to your home by the
time you are ready for it, for Go
cents a month. It you do not read
The Citizen your are not getting
all that is coming to you
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transferred from several implement
houses in the city to the Crystal theater fur the week which commences
with today's matinee, to be used by
the great Kins-nerthe European
equililirUi supreme, who introduce
each with telling effect in his inimitable balancing and lifting act. M.
How's This?
Kins-ner- s
is assisted by Mile. Marie
We offer One Hundred Dollars HeKins-tie- r,
also by two stage hands ward for any case of Catarrn that can- to assist him to raise the more awk not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
c cu.. roieao,
. J. vhljibi
u.
ward articles to position on his chin We. the
undersigned, bave known K.
Cheney for the last 16 years, and be
such as road carts, plows and heavy
lieve him perfectly honorable
In all
wagon wheels.
A pretty shirtwaist
of white lawn
ousines
transactions ana nnanciauy
As the Kins-ner- s
have appeared ln able
to carry out any obligations made has pale blue embroidery ln revers
the varieties in Paris, the Circus uy nis nrm.
and deep cus. A suitable hat is
Kl.NMAN A MARVIN,
Grand ln Brussels and the Alcazar in WALUINU,
white chip in the soft, wide sailor
S holesule
l o'o'r-iVrugji...,
!.,
London, as well as having played all Hall s Catarrh Cure Is taken internal style.
the Keith, Proctor and Orpheum ly, acting directly upon the blood and
The trimming Is two large shadei
Testi
surfaces of the system.
houses in this country, they will be mucous
blue and green wings, with pale blue
75c per bottle.
monials
Price
sent
free.
well worth seeing.
velvet loops at the front.
oia ny an Druggists.
Miss Lauretta Boyd, the clever lit
Take Halls Family Pills for consti
pation.
Do you know that we operate 89
lie comedienne and mimic, is another
machines In our plant every day?
may be only a dream: but it may be a reality of the
of the program.
Her
A
FOR SALE.
That's why we can make and sell
will prove a delight to even the
future. And If the coming generations are to be possessed of this Inesti- work
theater-goer- s.
window frames for brick at $1.80;
most
of
New
Jaded
tongues
general
living
will
achieve this
mable boon, which of the
Highlands.
Home,
hi
Cheap,
wn doors at $1.00; porch swings
asks the Century. It is easy to put the question; and it is Impossi- moving picture subjects and a new
2,
bath,
frame,
50x14
Lot
at $5.00. Superior Planning Mill.
Illustrated wing will be given.
A
Improveble to give the answer. Yet it is not difficult to point out certain probabilibarn,
shed,
coal
modern
souvenir matinee will be given ments, fine location, newly furnished
ties. We may dismiss French at the start; It has had Its chance, and lost It. ladies'
Doctor Nacamul) will be back fron
3 o'clock.
by Strong.
We may regret the fact, but we cannot deny it. The French have been tomorrow afternoon at
$2,800.
Europe in September and will be a'
J. BORRADA1LE. Agent.
beaten in the race for expansion by those who speak Oerman. and by us
tils office In the N. T. Armljo buildlni
Office, Corner Third and Gold.
who speak English. There soon will be twice as many men and women RED MEN INSTALL
ibout September 15, KOI,
having German for a mother tongue as now have French for their native
LOUDON'S JERSEY
Juat received a carload of glass. Let
speech. There are already almost three times as many who have English
FARM
us quote you prices. Suicrior Lumber
for a mother tongue as now have French for their native speech. The "posNEW OFFICERS
FOR PURE ICE CREAM.
and Mill Co.
sibilities of growth and expansion still lie boundless before the English
tongue. It has already the support not of one gnat nationality only, but
Stnitu ilfhlnir Inutuntlv. Cnie.i nttes.
White native bran richest bran
of two. It Is spoken by more people than speak Its two chief rivals; and Event Is Held III OinjiiiU'l Ion Willi eczema,
salt rheum, tetter. Itch, hives, ever sold, $1.75 per hundred. CleanIts rate of Increase is more rapid than either of theirs. The two nation'
herpes, scabies I loan's ointment. At est milling wheat. E. W. Fee, 602- Wonien'ti Auxiliary at Hall
who claim English as their bir;hriglit are at least as abundant In energy.
any drug store.
0I S. 1st. phone 16
llanquct Follows
Jn enterprise, and In determination as the members of any other race. It
pnsnesses a splendid literature, holding Its own ln comparison with Greek
no doubt, bu'
and with French, lacking certain of their ch
Navajo tribe No. 3. Improved Order
making up for then by qualities of its own with which they are less richly
endowed. This literature reveals no hint of decay or decadence. ln the of Ked Men, and Anona council, D
nineteenth century the Hiit'sh branch of It can withstand comparison with gree of Pocahontas, held a Joint Inof officers last night at Red
the French literature of the same period, while the American branch can stallation
hardlv be held Inferior to the German literature contemporary with it. Al Men a hall, on Gold avenue, and eel
ready Is English appealing to certain authors of the smaller races for ex ebrated the event with a banquet. The
N. M.
feast was not over until almost mid
ample, Maarten Maartens. the Dutchman, ami Joseph Conrad, the Pole
who have chosen It as the vehicle of their literature In preference to their night.
The officers which were Installed
own native idioms of narrower appeal. Just as Antony Hamilton and Grimm
and Galllani formerly preferred French. It seems to be about to enter on had been elected two weeks previous,
are as follows:
the favored fortune predicted for It early in the nineteenth cn'ury by Jacob They
DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. V. RAILROAD CO.
Officers of Anona council No. 1
Grlmm. who declared that Engish has "a Just claim to be called a lanDegree
of
Pocahontas:
Mrs.
Francis
guage of the world; and It appears to be destined, like the English race Dragole, prophetess;
Miss F. E. Pra- to a higher and broader sway in all quarters of the earth."
gole, Pocahontas; Miss Anna Antolne,
Wlnonah; Mr. J. C. Rrennan. PowhaREPORT 0I: CONDITION JULY 6, 1908.
William Allen White, who Is writing a series of newspaper stories on tan; Miss Jennie Keppler,
keeper of
penver
thing
he
seen
most
convention,
remarkable
the
has
thinks
there
the
records; Mrs. J. MonUenbacher, keep
1XVBILIT1ES.
thus far Is the plug hats White says that despite the hoosted commoness er of wampum; Mis Paula Keppler
RESOIRCES.
high
commoners,
coats
frock
and
they
were
more
have
silk hats
than
if the
trustee.
and
965,048.84
surplus
Loans
fapilal,
and
discounts
worn at Chicago.
Officers of Navajo tribe No. S, 1m
- $ 231,247,06
proved Order of Red Men: Martin Cash md due dim other
.
prttits
The biggest political boss ln the I'nited States to. lay Is ftryan. which Ryan, sachem; J. C. Brennan, senior
.
.
1,097,310.90
.
384,837.78
Deposits
banks
sagamore;
will likely come as a most unholy surprise to a whole lot of Democrats.
F. Pearce, Junior saga
more; Charles L. Keppler, chief of Alt other resources- 26,200,00 All ither Liabilities
52,528,66
After the way Guffey of Pennsylvania was squashed. Mr. Hryan will records; J. 8. Beaven, keeper of warn
pum; John V. Illlliard, trustee.
probably tie rather careful in mentioning that word 'boss.
$1,376,086.62
$1,376,086.62
new-boo-

1908.

Gxoss "Kelly .& Co,
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And Her Name Was Maude.
Sonic friends, like mules, are Inoffensive until you give them a good
chance to kick at you. McKlniey

County
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re 70a loosusjf tar aasassjBng T Remember the wast if luus sf Ths
Evening Citizen ars fur jsir Tvr
benefit It talks to the people and
does
Cleans any and everything and
they talk to yoa.
it right The bast In the southwest.
Toa can save money on that bill of
All he asks Is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call up lumber If you bay from Cms Kuuerto
Lumber and XUU Co,
620. Works, 7J7 8. Walter.
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WHEN
HEWS FROM

Development
Large
Unusually
Promises
Production This Year,

WHEN

tne fertile valleys and ver-- "
dant mountain slopes of
Old Bohemia grow better
hops

VHEN

nature produces better and
purer waters

of

j

Rawlins, Wyo., July 9. After ore
lias been tented by a doken assayers
anil then been sent to the smelter
ana yielded liberal profits, there la
no further question as to the feasl-blli;- y
of developing the property
from which the ore was taken. The
productive possibilities of the Snake
Rivor Consolidated lode and placer
claims are now regarded as demonstrated, and the future efforts of the
owners will be directed toward placing ihe whole property on a basis
of heavy production
at minimum
cost. Silver is the predominating;
metal In point of worth, but splendid
values are also shown in gold, copper, lead and zinc. Good quantities
of ore are being sacked for shipment; and it is the purpose of the
management to sink to the 400-folevel as rapidly as possible,

ruib PraaidMt

40-ac- re

high-grad-

one-thir-

Rreckerii'ldgp. Colo.,
July 9.
Splendid progress is reported by the
management of the Wellington lead
and zinc mine of Hreckenridge. Deep
In the workings of the Oro tunnel
the
bonanza of pay ore
has at lemuh been encountered and
proves to be of extraordinary richness. The ore Is of such a character
that It can be shipped direct to Denver for treatment. It Is stated that
the vein
of enormous width, but
that Its exact proportions have not
yet been ascertained.
d

Montezuma. Colo., July 9. The
of a giant tramway system is likely to mean much to the
developing mines of Montezuma. It
is relented that plans for this tramway have reached an advanced stage,
and actual construction will probably be begun within the next few
weeks.
With the aid of the new system it Is t' mated that a saving of
sever il dollars per ton should easily
be effected in the transportation cost
of the "re being taken from the
mines of high altitude like the Silver
Wave, which is proving one of the
heavy producers of tlio district. As
the bulk of the Silver Wave ore Is
smelting ore, which can be prepare. I
for maiket at a very trilling expense.
the
moils advantage to operators
from the new system should at once
ba apparent.
By tunnel
development it is estimated that some 2"0
acres of mineral land will he opened
up In the Silver Wave, the tunnel
Itself furnishing an outlet for the
e
ore
noriiious tonnage of
said to have been blocked out in the
t
proper
high-grad-

.

Cloverlv. Wyo., July 9. "Twenty
colors to the shovel" ought to look
goo, to tiie most exacting prospector, for it means that free gild values run Into the fancy figures of $3
to 110 per ruble yard. This Is the
nature of the ground that has Just
"been opened up by surface cut at
the Gold Standard property, a short
distance from this place. A site Is
now to be selected for the Installag
equiption of a practical
ment which has been especially designed for these placer claims. The
report of the state geologist on this
property is being awaited with considerable Interest, especially as a

of lb
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"
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T was in the Hall of Oratory, William
and Mary College, 1776. . Patrick
Henry stood on the platform; eloquently, passionately, convincingly
he spoke of human rights, constitutional
guarantees, Personal Liberty.

I
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de- -

veloped to a higher art

THEN,

and not till then, will it
be possible to produce a
better beer than

I

A young student, tall and blonde, with
eyes of blue and heart of fire, listened intently. Tossing aside cap and gown, he
buckled on his sword, saying, "Words are
good; deeds are better."

Dawson, Yukon Ter., July 9. The
plans of the Yukon Basin Gold
Dredging company are now rapidly
materializing.
The fact that this enterprise controls upwards of 10,000
acres of rich placer land by direct
concession from the Canadian government has brought it very prominently before the attention of mining men and investors
throughout
the northwest. The company's first
dredge, which is said to be of mammoth proportions, was built In San
Francisco, and is now being put in
readiness for operation
On Nelson
bar. Just below the mouth of the
river. For the past dozen
ears pioneer miners with only shovels and crude rockers have been taking out rich grubstakes
in these
and bars, but have no more than
scratched the surface. The fact Is
also recalled that Mining Recorder
Rurwash, w ho was stationed for some
years on the Stewart river in his
many
official capacity,
estimated
millions in gold to be present in
these placer fields. The progress of
being closely
is
this enterprise
watchfil. and some rich clean-up- s
are likely to be reported shortly.
Lincolnville, Okla., July 9. It now
seems established that the ore body
of the Hawkeye Mining company
35 feet in thickness and ex?
tends practically under the entire
Development
lease.
of the
property has been under way for the
pant two years by shaft and drill
hole; and experts state that there
can bp no further question regarding the prpsence of enormous quane
tities of
ore throughout
the entire 40 acres. In fact. It is
officially stated that the concentrations produced have commanded top
prices In the Qua pa
district,
although the area of he drifts so far
d
mined Is only about
of an
acre in extent. The Installation
of
an adequate milling equipment Is being planned for by the management.
It Is also expected that locations for
additional mills will be developed by
further drilling. Much activity Is reported from the various mines of the
district.
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northern soil produces
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Progress
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oU. Mother Earth grows
better malting barley than

Bedlwenscr
THE KING OF ALL
BOTTLED BEERS

At Harlem, White Plains and Brandy-winhe fought bravely; and on a bitter
cold Christmas morning his blood splashed
the frozen paving stones of old Trenton
Town.

e,

1 1
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Step by step he rose to power; and
today his name is inseparably associated
with the most significant international
Doctrine of modern times.
At three score and fourteen he died a
true Virginia gentleman the descendant
of an old family of Scottish Cavaliers and
at his hospitable home at Oak Hill, good
ale was brewed and ever on his board.
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of experts have already extheir unbounded confidence
unusual possibilities of the
through systematic developThe Gold Standard company
to control sonre 600 acres of
mineral lands along the LitHorn river.

Winkleman, Ariz., July 9. With
their recent large order of machinery
installed and two shifts of men drivtoward the
ing forward the cross-cu- t
ore vein, the management of the
Two Queens group of gold and copper mines is now bending every effort towards the decisive stroke that
should bring the property to the
production stage. The fact that a
n
Kansas City brokerage
house has recently purchased a large
interest in this enterprise is taken
to indicate that development work
and
Is now to be taken In hand
pushed forward even more vigorously than heretofore.
It also appears
likely that an aggressive policy will
be inaugurated ai the annual stockholders' meeting to be held In Phoenix early in August. The quality of
the ore that has been coming from
the Two Queens workings no longer
leaves any room for question as to
the Intrinsic merits of the property,
and rapid development is likely to
time
be the watchword from this
forward.
well-know-

July 9.
Xev..
of from 300 to 600

Goldfleld,

New-strike-

at depths

feet are being reported almost daily;
and in almost every instance it is
a
shown that the values maintain
steady increase towards the lower
levels.
The recent strikes reported
manby the Kansas
agement have been right In line with
the experience of most of the successful operators of the camp. It Is
also the case that the aver.ige life
of the Goldlield leases has la e!y been
n
lniraiwp Thtla In
..t
tile case OI tne ivaiixa lhj
it was recently thought advisable to
extend the time of the lease until
ihe latter pirt of next year. Meanwhile no time Is being lost, as it Is
to
the purpose of the management
avdd any undue haste In the work
of taking out the product which la
expected to begin at a very early
date.
id

Cluiniltcrlaln's Colic, Clnrcn and Diarrhoea Keniedy Would Have
Saved Him $100.00.
"In 1902 I had a very severe attack
of diarrhoea,' says R. N. Farrar of
Cat Island. La. "For several weeks
On
I was unable to do anything.
March 18. 1907. I had a similar
k.

Ph.mhpr1.in'. Pnlic
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy which
An

1

tr.nk

gave me prompt relief. I consider it
one of the bejt medicines of Its kind
i i the world, and
had I used It in
1Qn2 hAllevfl it wmiM hnv. uvoH ma
a hundred dollar doctor's bill." Sold
by a:; druggists.
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a single dose of Doan's Regulets
Is enough. Treatment cures habitual
25 cents a box.
constipation.
Ask
your druggist for them.

little want ad, day by day,
Does the work yoy draw the pay.
It sees the peop'e you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.
A.

(

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

References: Biography by Dan'l C. Gilmore.
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town of 400 people) states officially on the 2d and 8d and a thunder
that thirty-fiv- e
bouses were totally storm on the 3d; the total precipitawrecked and all the others were dam- tion was 0.08 inch; more moisture is
aged to a varying extent; three deaths greatly needed.
were caused by the storm; the numSocorro Co. Rosedale, W. H. Marber of thone seriously Injured is not tin: 0.01 inch of rain fell on the 30th.
j; krown definitely.
Taos Co. Taos, O. A. Dennis: The
.Lincoln
Co. Fort Stanton,
J. E. hot weather and high winds have takBergman: The weather has been dry en the snow, causing the Lucero to
dry up, which will cause a hardship
Uie Wct'k Kittling Monday, July and moderately warm.
Luna Co. Gage, E. J. TUley: The to users from that stream; water gen6, 1908.
Tuesday, weather has been very warm and dry; erally Is becoming scarce.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Torrance Co. Mrs. John W. Cor-bet- t:
the highest temperature was 101 deJuly 7. 1908.
There was no rain during the
There was much less than the nor- grees on the 29th; the lowest was 69
week.
mal amount of rain during the week, on the 1st.
Union Co. Folsom, Jackson Tabor;
McKlnley Co. liluckrock: Win. J.
and the weather, while moderately
cool;
Oliver: The week was very dry and The weather continues dry and
warm, wail not as warm as is
unusually warm; there were no strong there have been some local thunder-shower- s,
for this period of the year.
but no general rain; the
Ihe meat temperature for practi- wind. Manuelito, W. A. L. Tarr: The
cally every count was less than the first part of the week was clear and maximum temperature was 90 degrees
was 48.
noimal. There were no temperatures almost calm; the latter part was and the minimum Laguna,'
Gus. Wetos:
Valencia Co.
thai were especially low, or that were cloudy and windy; there was no rain. There
has been no rain since June
Otero Co. Local showers occurred
in any way injurious to vegetation,
27th.
but throughout the week both the day on several days of the week.
MONTROSK W. HAYES,
Quay Co. San Jon, C. H. Miller:
and night thermometer readings were
Section Director.
uni'ormly less than is usual during There were Beveral light local showthe latter part of June and the first ers during the week.
NOTICE.
Rio Arriba Co. Kspanola, Frank
of July.
Notice Is hereby given that a meet'J he weat -r
The week was partly
was partly cloudy, and D. Mcliride:
MaUd'cd thunderstorms occurred in cloudy and there were several show ing of the stockholders of The Albuevery county except Grant and Luna. ers; the highest temperature was 91 querque Eastern Railway Company,
Ttiv precipitation, however, was gen- degrees on the 29th and 30th; the on September 1, 1908, at t o'clock
p. m., at the general offlce of
erally light, and was of limited bene- lowest was 46 on the 4th.
Sandoval Co. Ca-iKalazar, Isldro the company In the city of Albuquerfit, general ra ns are still needed. In
que, New Mexico, has been called by
several localities heavy hall and wind Mora: Dry weather has prevailed.
San Juan Co. Hloomfield, Fred Le- - the Board of Directors, for the purstorms occurred on the afternoon of
the 2d. In portions of the southern Clerc: The weather has been warm pose of taking into consideration an
half of Santa Fo county and in north- and rather windy; there were two or agreement of consolidation and mergwestern Eddy (in the vicinity of three light showers, but they were er of the Santa Fe Central Railway
Hope) the hail did considerable dam- not heavy enough to be of any spe- Company and The Albuquerque Eastage, but in southeastern Guadalupe cial benefit; the range Is getting very ern Railway Company, and taking a
county the most serious damuge was dry; however, the river Is high and vote, by ballot for the adoption or
there is plenty of water for irriga- rejection of the same, and for the
done, both by hall and wind. At
transaction of any ther business that
three persons were killed and tion.
San Miguel Co. Las Vegas, Dr. may be brought before the meeting.
The
several were seriously injured.
W. E. HAQAN.
properly loss was considerable, but Wm. C. Bailey: The days have been
Secretary.
cooler; precipitation to the amount of
the exact extent la not known.
In-, Taos county streams are getting 0.37 Inch occurred, mostly In the early
OonU Is the Price of
icweUcwhire they appear to be part of the week, and was of benefit. Twenty-Fiv- e
Peace.
holding out well and there U plenty
Santa Fe Co. Santa Fe, U. S.
or water for irrigation
Weather Bureau: The weather wa
The terrible itching and smarting,
Itetiuii-kpartly cloudy and cool; several light Incident to certain skin diseases, if
of OltNervrg.
Chaves Co. Klk, Uoyd VVilTams; local showers occurred; there was a almost Instantly allayed by applying
Tru s of tain fell on tile 2Mb and little hall on the 2d; in localities of Chamberlain's Salve. Price, 85 cents.
the southern half of the county the For sale by all druggists.
30th.
Colfax Co. Springer, The Stock- hail was heavy and destructive.
Sierra (So. Lake Valley, Wm. P.
man: Considerable rain fell over the
EVERTBODT READS THE ALBC
southern part of the county Wednes- Kell: The week opened with warm, QUERQUE CITIZEN BECAUSE VT)
dry winds; there were heavy winds MKT THE NEWS FIRST.
day (1st) afternoon.
ColDona Ana Co. Agricultural
lege, I'rof. 1. 1). Tliushy: The af'er-noon- s
and evenings were stormy, but
there waa only one ehower; it
amounted to 0.03 Inch; the weather
was hot, the maximum temperature
:
b ing 103 degree on the 1st. Itiricon,
I
:. II. Raitt: Trace of rain fell on
i
temthe
and 4th; the maximum
perature was 101 degrees on tne 1st;
the minimum was 57 on the till.
Eddy Co. Carlsbad, W. 11. Frank-lanThere has been a great deal of
The endorsement upon the back of each check is evidence that
cloudy weather; the rainfall wa.s light
the part rtceived payment.
ut it appears to have helped the va
V. L. Johnso.i.
ley very much. Hip
This endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
A rain on the l.st amounted to 0.70
the
amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
in
Inch; hail ;orma have occurred
'
Pay by check it's the safe way.
this vicinity and have caused some
damage.
We offer exceptonal advantages for checkingaccounts, both
Grant Co. Iordsburg. J. If. M
iarg-and small. '
Clure: Dry, warm weather continu
I
Guadalupe Co. Santa Rosa. J.
Chapman:
There were showers on
the 3oth, 1st and 2d. Sunnylde: On
July 2, at 5:10 p. m , a very severe
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
In
wind and hall storm occurred
CAPITAL
AND SURPLUS $200,000
county;
Guadalupe
the
southeastern
Commercial club of Sunnyside (a

WEEKLY;!
Weather Bulletin

HAVE VOU A

ROOM TO RENT?

lr

cus-tcma- iy

OR A HOUSE?
Do you know that people arc almost fighting
for quarters right here in Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this

f'UH KENT Large, well furnished,
well ventilated front room, modern
OO Blake St.
and sanitary.

i-

a

Bun-nysi-

placed in The Albuquerque Citizen will secure

you a tenant at the small cost of
3

times for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.

de

s

Convenience - Comfort - Security
Tbe telephone make
duties lighter, the carea
and the worries fewer.

the

leas

telephone
preeerrea
The
your health, prolongs yor Ufa
and protects your hone.

'

AN ENDORSED CHECK

z

GIVES NO GROUND

FOR DISPUTE
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THE BANK OF COMMERCE

YOU NEED A

TELEP

HONE

IN TOUR HOMH

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
mi

xMtjwwnsjnansrsvMtwi c)f

.momcmomomymum

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED

mm

FACILITIES

Til 13,

BANK COMMERCE
OF

L,1$LTQUKKUUE.

N. M.
Kxtends to Depositors Kvery Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. 8150.000.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S. STKICKLKR, Vice President and Cashier

IW. J. JOHNSON. Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,'
J. C. Haldridge,
A. M. Hlackwell.

O. E. Cromwell.

1AGK FOUR.

ALBCQTTEKQtrE
FIGHT

MALOY'S

DENVER
(Continued from Pago One.)
1 S
under a Republican administration, a panic wait anticipated. The
panic cii me and with Republican effrontery tiny charged that panic to
the cmocratie party. Now, controlling every branch of the government,
they ignonilniously seek to charge on
uh every consequence growing out of
their own administration of the government.
The only sort of legislation with
any great force of public opinion behind it that the Republican party attempted to enact was a bill to prevent
the recurrence of panics. The last
panic was a depositors' panic, brought
aloiit by fear upon the part of the
depositor that he could not get back
hi. money which had been left In
bank. This fear was produced by the
fact, which had become known, that
the banks had been lending their depositors' money to risky if not unA run upon the
lawful concerns.
hank by depositors, not by note holders. In consequence occurred.
The
Republican party has attempted to
prevent the recurrence of depositors'
panics by an emergency bank note
bill, in the provisions of which they
have decreased the security tnat the
depositor had in a two-fol- d
way, first
by reducing the- amount of reserve required by law to be held, and secondly by making the new emergency
notes a prior lien upon all the assets
of the bank, decreasing the security
that the bank had to keep for the depositor and increasing the bank liabilities that might be charged against
deposits.
In my opinion it is an accomplished scheme to enable banks
that have floated questionable enterprises to digest otherwise indigestible
securities by making them the basis
of a national circulating medium of
exchange. The fuluro
wiil show
whether this miserable makeshift,
part House infamy and part Senate
infamy, as a great Republican newspaper has said, will answer Its purpose. Whatever it may show In the
way of sins of commission or omission, not only is It the fault of Republican legislation, but the evil which
It pretends to cure was altogether
and conclusively the fruit of Republican legislation. Theirs ts the responsibility for the bill, and theirs also
the responsibility for the condition
which lid to the enactment of the
H

"Just as

Good,'" has a false ring to
it, because- the people are
discovering that there is
no other line of Teas and
Coffees as good as Chase

3

1
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Sanborn's.
Sold only at

MALOY'S
PHONE 72

-

THK

MRS. XKAYXVWF.D

Docs not bother herself or tantalize
her better half by trying to maKe
bread. biscuits, cakes, pies, etc. She
ts wise she orders them from our
bake-shoand her "hubby" compliments her on her common sense and
cood Judgment. We are expert bakers and pastry makers. Give us a
trial order and prove to yourself what
p,

we cay.

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St.

law.

Don't Forget The
MILl

PLANING

ALB'JOU&HQJE

tih:
oldlst mii.i, i. the city
When In need of sash, door, frame,
work a Sjieclnlty. 400
funrth First street. Telephone 481.

t ip,

Highland Livery
BAMBROOK BROS.
PtKHie 596

112 Jolui St.
Saddle Horse a Specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Iroprlctor3 of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

MARKETS

TELEGRAPHIC

Republican Failures.
Thus, my countrymen, in this view
we have the spectacle of a president
urging a refractory congress to pas
needed reform and appealing in vain,
or we have another spectacle, that of
a president for the sake of his own
popularity or for the sake of the popularity of his own candidate, making
a political play by urging that congress to do what he must know it
would not do and what we are forced
to consider he did not wish done. The
president stands sponsor for Mr. Taft.
He desires that the laboring man, that
those who would have the govern
ment effectively regulate
the railroads, that those w ho would revise
and reduce the tariff and destroy the
trust these should believe that Mr.
Taft la not a reactionary but a militant reformer, saturated with his
ideas and that he will carry out "my
policies." Mr. Taft will have to
about 7,000,000 votes before he
can execute any policy. To get the
votes for him the president wishes to
show what fine policies his chosen
one will carry out if elected, and he
cun show it cheaply by pointing to
recommendations that his party associates have ignored and will ignore.
If the president w ere sincere and honestly insistent and stlil was not heeded by his party, notwithstanding his
great personal popularity, whut reason is there to suppose that the same
party associates w ill not be deaf to
the same recommendations made by
one who is merely the president's legatee? We may Inquire here why the
special Interests those enjoying special privileges, predatory wealth and
1
think I quote Mr. Roosevelt, who
borrowed the words from a distinguished Democrat have all united in
expressing eminent satisfaction upon
Mr. Taft's nomination?
The masses
and equal rights to all on the one
s.de or the classes fat on privileges
on the other under which flag, Mr.
Taft? "So man can serve two masters."
The press has told us In what
seemed to be seml-o- f licial statements
lrorn the White House that the president was su intent upon his policies
that if Congress adjourned without
enacting them into law he would call
an extra session. Congress did adjourn leaving uupassed moHt of his
favored measures, and the extra session was never called. If the play results in Republican votes it will have
purpose.
its
acconi pllshed
If the
n
president d.Mied to have Lais leg
the Democrats were ready to
Join in its ussage.
The Democratic
leader of the House, authorized by
his party associates, repeatedly offered the en l lie Democratic strength
In support of these measures.
The
Rcpubl cans have less than sixty majority in tlie House, if thirty of them
had Joined the Democrats ail of these
measures would have passed there
and gone to a Republican Senate. So
far a the Hoifc is concerned less
of the Republicans
than
Were needed to change these recomint,u
law. The Republican
mendations
support was not forthcoming.
L- - t us see what coud
have been
done if legislation instead of party advantage had been desired.
If a part of the Republicans had
Joined the Democrats in support of
measures proposed by a Republican
president, the power with which some
Judges have hastily thrown
their authority Into the scale auainst
labor would have been regulated by
ve
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July

St. Louis,

fl.324.

fet.

9.

Spelter higher,

Louis Wool.

St. Louis, July

Wool steady, un-

9.

changed.

Money Market.

New York, July 9. Money on call
easy. 1 u 1 V4 per cent; prime mercantile paper, 3V44 per cent.
V

The Metal.
New York, July 9. Lead steady,
(it
V,
4.47 Vs ; lake copper Bteady,
$4.42
12
12?c; silver, 63Vic.
t1il-.'
Livestock.
J" Chicago, J rfiy 9. Cattle Receipts
lEiTt); Sle"ly;
beeves. $4. 70ft 8.25;
Texans, $4,00 46.20; westerns, $4.50 4
.60; etockers and feeders, $ 2 6 0 f t
4. 90; cows and heifers, $2.40 0 6.20;
Calves, $4)r0S 6.60.
steady;
14,000;
Sheep Receipts
westerns. Ii.754i4.65; yearlings, $4.50
tft.40; lambs, I4.00&7.1O; westerns,

$4.007.00.

4 ; rain and
f ';
Chicago,
July
' SKc; Sept., 90c.

lc;

July,
July,

Corn

Oat

J.7c.
Pork

provisions.
9.
Wheat

45

July,

Sept., 71 Tic
Sept..
45 He;

July, $15.65; Sept., $15.85.
July, $9.40; Sept., $9.50.
July, $8.72 V; Sept., $8.82H

lard

Ribs
18.85.

New York Stock.
New York, July 9. Following were
elos-inquotations on the Mock exchange' today:
70
Amalgamated Copper
Atchison
ii
93
do. preferred
New York Central
105 Vi
Pennsylvania
123'm
Southern Pacific
87'4
Union Pacific
149V4
40
United States Steel
do. preferred
10 7
Vfc

No longer would It be In the power
of one federal judge, sitting In chambers, hearing evidence ex parte, upon
.he allegation that a state law is confiscatory, to suspend It by temporary
Injunction. A Democratic measure
that passed the Senate at the last session of Congress, providing that It
should be necessary for three Judge
to act together for the purpose of Issuing such an order, would now be
the law.
A law requiring the publication before election of campaign contributions wou'd have been enacted.
I itlcral I surpnlloti.
President Roosevelt has constantly
clamored for more law and has frequently disregarded laws already on
the statute books. He has sometimes
arrogated through himself to say what
laws should be enforce, .and what
should not. He has exercised the unprivilege
authorized
deciding
of
against whom the laws should be enforced and who should be Immune
He. Insisted
from prosecution.
the
punishment of certain railroads and
' f certain men for giving and receiving rebates and then ordered the discontinuance of the o:ise against one
of his cabinet officers who had confessed that as an official of tha railroad he gave rebates to a company In
which he was a stockholder and official.
And this man remains In the
cabinet until he left with the president's recommendation for a more lucrative position as head of a great
corporation.
Indeed, by his defiance
of legal limitations and the safeguard
of the constitution, he has done more
to inculcate contempt of law than all
the mobs that have claimed victims
for their violence In all the states. The
president is upon an eminence. If
he violates the law, men everywhere
know it. If he does not himself respect it to the full extent, he robs It
of the reverence that might be willingly bestowed by others.
In this
same overhearing spirit he has placed
and kept in office men who were not
appointed by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate. He has Influenced or attempted to Influence courts
and Juries In tho administration
of
public Justice, not only by deciding
who should and who should not be
prosecuted, but by making known his
bepersonal feelings or sympathies
tween the prosecution and the accused. He has scolded Judges for
their Interpretation of the law. It was
therefore timely and appropriate that
party at Chicago
the Republican
should have declared that It "will
uphold at all times the authority and
Integrity of the court." He has constantly cried out for more power on
the p:iri of the federal government at
the expense of the powers reserved
to the state.
In his speech at
In October, 11106, he told
of easy methods for increasing the
power of the federal government. The
method provided in the constitution
was too cumbersome, slow and uncer.
tain for him. There he lets the country Into the secret of his shortcut to
Increasing the federal power in these

Kalis.

ceipts

City UvcMock.

July 9. Cattle Reincluding 2.000 south- -

City.

4.0DU,

tooul nei lis, 9 a. 4 u o uu
rnia, ,eao
aouthern cows, 1 2 25 'ii 3. SO; stackers
and feeder. $3.00 o 5.25 ; bulls, $2.80
(H 25; calves, $3.0U 'u 5.25; western
steers, $4.50i)i6.50;
western cows.
,

$2.75

i 4

HogH

(

.

;

25.

Receipts lliflOO; 5 P 1 0c low- of sales, J6.25I&6.40; heavy,
6.45; packers
and butchers.

er; bulk

$.40i

4.75fi 5.60.

lltsm.

HJ0'(I.S5,

pigs,

Phecp Receipts
5.000;
strong;
luttons. $3.75'n 4 35; lambs, $.50i
C40;
range wethers, $3.606.60;
edcrs, 13 25 4 4 10.

Our work Is RIGHT
every
partment. IlubtM I Jtundrj Co.

de-

i

Words:

us confidently hope that the
time will never ripe for the change
of the constitution by "executive actions" and by "Judicial Interpretations-"
If such a time should come,
then a government of law will perish
from the earth and a government of
caprice will be ere. ted on the ruins
of one established by a written constitution.
Donnx-rallDuty.
We know there is a brighter prospect. If the bve of country and liberty Is still strong in the hears of
he American people; if an oath to
support the constitution is now con-s- i,
iered by them as binding; If the
people are In earnest In their protests
agninst the rule of insolent wealth,
the unauthorized and baleful Influence
of corporations and the exactions of
the trusts; If the manliness of the
fathers has been transmitted to the
sons, the 4th of next March will mark
the advent of the gladsome light of
Democracy and the beginning of the
return to constitutional government
honestly and economically administered.
To the banner we raise here We Invite to repair nny citizens of our
common country who revere the nobler traditions of the past and who
deplore the grave aberatlons of the
present.
Let us see to It that this standard
shall oncp again float over a government resting secure on lasting foundations.
Mr. Chairman, delegates
and fellow countrymen, the time and occasion In our national affairs Impose a
duty we cannot, if we would, evade.
We must go out from this hall with
one heart and a determination to put
our loved ship of state on an even
keel.
That keel has been too long
bcatlni the air. We must bring it
down into the deep, abiding waters
of the constitution.
The conclusion of his speech was
followed by a demonstration for Clayton. He then appointed a committee
to ascertain if the committee on reso- lutions was rnidy to report, and while
this committee was absent, speeches
were made by several. Among those
speaking was Martin W. Littleton of
All the speakers were
New York.
liberally applauded.
Then the committee rctu'rnod and
reported that the committee on reso-- i
lutions was unable to report before
7 o'clock tonight and the convention
took a recess to that hour, adjouru-- :
no nt being taken at 1:52.
Candidates Withdraw.
The various state delegations this
morning held caucuses and made the
final canvasses for the coming ballots
on nominees.
During the morning John Mitchell,
labor leader, appeared before the Ala-- ;
bama delegation and formally dc- clared he could not be a candidate for
Governor Francis of
vice president.
of
Missouri and Governor Douglas
they
also declared
Massachusetts
would not run.
It is entirely probable the nominations for president and vice president
will be made, tonight, if the platform
can be adopted in time. It now ap-- !
pear that a lengthy session will be
necessary before the platform can oe
adopted, and should this session con-- .
tlnue until midnight It Is likely the
nominations will go over until toinor-- !
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Finest automatic
system of refrigerat'on and most
reliable, practical, medium priced refrigerators on the market
dry-a- ir

White Frost
n

2

i

hwj

w

For special ruled Blank Books, Loose
Leaf Devices orj hubber Stamps and

We Will Fulfill Them
According to your own plans, which
will give more satisfaction than buying ''Stock" material.

White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers

Motioi

Everything in the Hardware Line.
Farm Implements of All Descriptions.
General Agents Studebaker Vehicles.

ROLLER SKATES
JUST RECEIVED.

White Frost

TheLa

Come to our store and let us show you the very latest and
without doubt the most elegant, serviceable, economical and
sanitary Automatic Refrigerator on the market.
All sizes. Prices right.

ALL SIZES.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ELECTRIC COMPANY

10

OPERATE

GARAGE

I

F. H. Strong
Funeral

Addition Is Dolus Made to Hiiilding
on Central Avenue for Nash
Company.

Of nee Strong Block 2nd and

Copper Avenue.

BIO

We have the facilities for turning out
rirst class work.

ESTAltL13iik--

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
largest tnd Most Exclusive Stock of 9tapU Qrscerlss U
the Southwest.

Carries th

FARM AND
h

I

A

1

1, ROAD

FREIGHT WAGONS

tne

AVENUE.

ALrUQUERQUI,

A LBUQUERQUC

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

MIS LAURETTA liOYD
Star Comedienne and Mimic.

V

PIIONE 924

12 WEST COLD

NEW PICTURES
AND SONG
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Fust National
Bank

ALBU QUER QUE, N. M.

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

$250,000

VJXJvJXJOS0O&JO00XJO
BUILDERS'

"FOR CASH ONLY"

European Kquiii'orisis Kuprerre.

1

NtTW KlEXtGO

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Slieru
Paint Nobs
ter. Building Paper, Plaster, Lime. Cement, Glass, Sanh, Doors, lata
Etc., F.tc

J.

423 South First

C. BALDRIDCE

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO

01

Assisted by Mile. Marie Kins mer

law.

.

capital sod surplus, $100,000

0D

R

N.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Qaalltilaod Quantity Guarantied

JULY 9 to J5
THE GREAT KINS-ME-

1871.

L. E. PUTNEY

Genuine American Block
$6.50 per Ton
Handscreened Cerrillos Lump
$6.50 per ton

CRYSTAL

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

OLD KhiLLVBLE.'

Goods

OCXJCXXXXXXXXXXJOCXXJOOOOOOOf

GRANDE LUMBtH GO.

Phone 8.

Weather

W. H, HAHN & GO,

2

fasi.H

!

That's Our Business

Telephonist

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our ow
mills located In the best body or
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is Just as cheap?
It wiil pay you to look Into this.

Hot

O

Embalmer

GIVE US A CHANCE

AI

Mr

Supt. Falrvlew and
Santa Barbara
Cemeteries

Attendant

FF.K'S GOOD ICE mKAM
SODA.
WALTON'S
CK 'CltKAM

MtiVS, WOMEN'S AND
(HUDREN'S SHOES....
Flie Keimlrlnc A Specialty.
IOS NORTH FIRST STREET

Director and

Private Ambulance

Lady

The Interior of the building occupied and owned by M. Nash, the Central avenue electrician, Is being
and an addition is being built
onto the rear of the building which
will have a floor space of 25x87 feet.
This additional space will be used for
an "uijniobile garage, which will be
installed with the latest uppliances for
the repair of machines, and, It H
claimed, will be one of the most com.
plete in the territory. In the future.
Mr. Nash will have the agency for the
Ford and Rambler machines, both of
which he will handle as soon as the
space Is provided. The electrical
business will still occupy the front
part of the building, which will also
be remodeled and an entrance made
so th it machines
may enter the
building from either the front or the
rear.
The Garcia building, on the corner,
Is also snaking
extensive Improvements. The owners also are building
an addition on the building and the
addition facing on Fifth street ha-been made Into small stores, which
makes a vast Improvement.

P.MATTEUCCI

Work Out Your Ideas

Refrigerators

High Grade

"We need, through executive ac.HU G STORE.
tion, through legislation and through
Judicial interpretation and construction, to increase the power of the
federal government."
Mr. Root, whom the president
is
saiil to hove called "My secretary,"
followed this Harrodsburg expression
by a speech In New York, in which
he said:
Underwear for everbody.
"Sooner or later construction will
Men's light weight shirts and drawbe found to vest power where It will
ers In black, blue and ecru, at 25c
be exercised by the national governgarment.
ment."
Roys' underwear, all sizes, at 25c
(if course, many people are not
garment.
surprised at any opinion the presi5c, 10c and 25c
Ladles' vests
dent utters, he has so many of them
10c, 15c and 25c
Girls' Vests
and has expressed them on so many
Canvas shoes for men, heavy oak
conceivable and
$1.50
soles to give good wear
occasions. Now, Secretary Root is an
Toys' canvas shoes
$1.25
able lawyer and a man of trained and
25c to $1.60
Men's straw hats
deliberate habits of thought. NothBoys' straw hats
25c to 50c
ing shows more pluinly the demoralCamping utensils In tin or granite
ization w rought by the president than
ware. Everything In good kinds of
the fact that this trained lawyer. In
lunch goods for the mountains
very
the
front rank of his great
Pkg. figs
5c
profession, would advocate changing
And everything In the grocery line
the organic law of the Union by con- row.
at lowest prices at
struction to "be found" and to "be
CASH BUYERS' UNION
found" by whom? By the very men
FF.F'S HOOT HKEn. THIS RF.I.i,
who are to exercise the power. The OF QUALITY.
l)Rl
122 Nerib imeend
WALTON'S
insidious proposition of Mr. Root, fol STORE.
VM
lLTK. Pnc- -

s,a-tio-

fair trial In all cases of Indirect
or constructive contempt
of court
would now be provided by law.
exempt
from the
libor would be
prohibition of the Hherman law
against combination.
Wood pulp and print paper would

toitodat, july t. iw.

ble.
Ijot

g,

th

kan-ai- s

lowing up the suggestion of his chief,
is that where authority is not granted, which In "the opinion of the executive ought to have been granted,
this authority Is nnc the less to be exercised, and If no other basis for It
can be had, It is to be based upon
construction to "be found." In other
words, if the constitution has not con.
ferred the power upon the executive
then the power Is to he vested In him
by construction to "be found" In a
way not provide for by the organic
law of the Union.
Representative Institutions must be
preserved.
Our federal government
of delegated and limited powers must
be maintained In all of Its reserve
powers and In Its Integrity and autonomy forever. Therein Is the Safety of the Union and the states one
indissoluble and the other indestructi-

m

tort abolished.

Have Alway Pleased You

&

now be on tha free- list and the pres-tax upon intelligence to that ex-

PLATFORN

PUNKS DELAYS

Chase & Sanborns
Teas and Coffees
The old song,

OYER

C1TIZEJ.

SALE, FEKD AM)
TRANS! LR STABLKS.

LTVKRT,

Qoriet

DENTISTS

and Mules Beught ana
cuanfed.

Room 12
BEST TOUltNOUTS IN THi CI?
Second Breet bstween Central a

Copper Avenue.

N

T. Armijo Bldg

TwvnsnAY,

jviv t,

io.

ALBUQUERQnE

FAGK

rTTTZKft. '

000OO000O0OttOO

DESTITUTE MOTHER

PROF.

Hotels and Resorts

BATTLES FOR SON

Manager,
Cltlten. Albuquerque, N. M.
For Information concerning any of the places adrer-ttee- d
In this column and for descriptive literature,
call at Tha Citizen offlca or write to tha Advertising

Hoy Is HI Willi llieiinionla and
She Is Trying-- 10 Ntirxe Hun
Ifau-Ui Jlewlili In Poorly
FumlMlicd Tent

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Handsomest and best equipped establishment of Its kind In the west, offers
at reasonable rates accommodations which are superior In every respect and
combine the comforts and luxuries of the home. San Diego Is noted for Its
even climate the year around. Write for particulars or secure pamphlet at
The Citizen Office.

and surgical establishment
Absolutely the only sanitarium In
ifornia having a cool summer climate; every day delightfully
LOOKING SAN DIEGO BAT AND THE PACIFIC. Booklet
or by writing II. W. Lindsay, Manager. National City, Calif.
A well equipped medical

CREEK SANITARIUM.

A MODERN

SWITAItllM.

Dry Goods Store

7:15 to 9:15

PROGRAM

o,

TART I.
MARCH. "Under Two Flags"
INTKRMKZZO, "Apple Blossoms"
SKLKCTION. "Mile Modiste"
WALTZ. "Auf Wiedtrschen"
Hungarian Dance, No. I,

Jest.
An acequia runs in front of Mrs.
hou-fe- .
like BATTLE Wl. te's sparsely furnished tent
by this acenuia a tew
Southern Cal- While playing
sunny. OVER- weeks ago a nuinoer oC companions
gave the little fellow a uucKmg ju-- i
at Citizen office t r lun.
A cold followed the welting
ur.d then piieunion a set in. For two
clays the little fellow has hoveled between life and death, with his mother

ioin du

Hal,

SKI.KCTION. "The Burgomaster"
l'UZK bONG, "Meistersingir" -

ItgStr

llcttoliitioii

favors Any Oil

Oimli-Uut-

by-la-

j

lit.

I

er

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

Set-oni-

Headquarters for

lie-sort- s,

1

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

non-unio-

REASONS WHY

Occidental Life Insurance jGo.

Joshua S. Raynolds,

J H. O'Rielly,

President.

.Sec'r and Gen. Mgr.

soi vii

or

--

voicii
an-

The Santa Fe Urays are making
Tails. July 9. M. I'oincare
reparation for tne game with the
nounced to the Academy of Science
Is to be
that M. Devaux Charbonnel has con- Albuquerque, Drowns, which
at the Ancient City next Sun-dnsiderably improve the apparatus for
word photography.
The principle of
The New M' x, an says:
the invention re.ts on the fact that
"Manager Kdwar l Kale of the Sal;he sounds pronounced in front of a mon
i rays today announced
that he
microphone connected with a very had completed arrangements with
the
sensitive oscillograph are rendered by rnniuger of the
characteristic curves for each kind of
Mcintosh Rrowin for a game
sound articulated, whether consonants :. t the local ball park on Sunday aftor vowels.
The curve of the vowel ernoon next.
shows a periodicity which Is lacking
"ThU announcement will bo glad
in that of the consonant.
tidings to Santa Fe fans, as the
possible to a practiced eye to lirowns have a strong team and a
It
decipher a line of photographed very Interesting game Is promised.
4 The Salmon Grays will be strengthwords.
M. Polncare hopese that it will oon ened for the occasion and McCarthy,
be possible to read a telephone dis- the mar twirler of the local aggregapatch Just as one reads shorthand tion, will be on the rubber for the
and M. Devaux Charbonnel think home team.
with Mr. DudoVIl that It will also
it is likely that an excursion will
shortly be possible to apply : the In- be Tun from Albuquerque for the
vention to anthropometry and pho- gume and If thU is done a crowd of
tograph criminals' voices. This, with four or five hundred rooters will acthe thumb mark, would render Iden- company the Duke City club to the
tification absolutely certain.
capital."
s

AT

.

CROP
BELEN

Ke-po-

J

t

Foundry and

Machine

Works

HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal ana Lumber Cars; Shaft-- t
Bars, Babbit Maul; Columns and Irna
Ids. Pulleys, Grade Fronts
for Buildings.
miming mm mill MmmMmmry m Apoolmtly
pfra
Foundry east side of railroad track
Albuquerque, N. M
$1.

.

I

TT?T? 308

West

William Jenks, the mining man, returned to the city this morning from
a visit to his fruit farms near Helen,
bringing with him some fine samples
of early peaches. Mr. Jenks says
that the farmers In the vicinity of
Helen will have a large crop of fruit
thU year, lie will have at least 1,000
boxes of winter apples and grapes,
pears, peaches and plumbs galore. He
has sugar beets growing on his place,
planted last ppring, according to the
Instructions of the beet expert, that
are now as large as one's two thumbs.
A heavy rain fell at Helen Tuesday
night, the night It rained here, doing
damage.
The large
considerable
acequia at Belen was washed out In
several places. The farm of Dr. W.
D. Kadclifte was covered with a thick
layer of mud washed out of the
acequia. Dr. Radcliffe also suffered
by the storm at StinnysMe last week.

Plumber

HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING

Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in Knamel Hathroom Fixtures.

...

rt

Phone 1020

401 West

CLAIRVOYAN

i

DeWItt

T.

Central Ave.

Courtney

The most eminent, accurate and reliable T ranee Clairvoyant la Ute
world lias permanently located in your city, and If you are In doaht or
trouble call and wf litm. lie gives advice anon all affairs of Hfe
Ijove, Ijw, Marriage. Divorce, Mining. Ileal I Mate and change mt atd
kinds. One visit will convince yon of tlie potter of tills wonderfsU
man, ami that you can obtain happiness, contentment and meow
through, following Ills advice. 30.1 M Central Avenue. Rooms 5 and R.
Hour. 9:30 to 5.
"ilii.!aTWv''

Phone

INSTITUTE

CONVENES

AUGUST

County Superintendent A. B. Stroup
has issued the following circular, call-lu- g
the attention of teachers to the
institute which will be held in this
el y shortly:
July 9, 1908.
To All Teachers Who Expect to Teuch
School In lternalillo and McKlnley
Counties, New Mexico:
Dear
Friends: The
Hernallillo
County Teachers' Institute will be held
in the Central school bull. ling, In Al
buquerque, beginning on the 3d day
of August and will last for two weeks
There will be sessions on Saturday of
Ihe first week and examinations on
Saturday of the second w"..i. Please
bear this In mind and govern your en
gagements accordingly.
will
No excuse for
be accepted unless for sickness ami
such an excuse must be accompanied
with a doctor's certificate.
We are arranging for the best In
situte ever held In this county. It
will be a Joint institute with McKinley
county, and a larger number than before will be in attendance. Prof. Rupert K. Asplund of the university will
conduit with Vllss Kllzabe.h Wllley
and Miss Saulding of the Albu
querque city schools, and the county
j superintendent.
A. B. Stroup, as In
Miss Wllley will conduct
structors.
a model school in first and second
grades.
A cordial Invitaion Is extended to
all teachers, whether they expect to
teach tills year or not, to attend.
Classes will he conducted In all the
common school branches, thus affording an excellent opportunity
to
high school s 'intents and others desiring a review to refresh their memories In these studies.
An enrollment fee of $2 will
be
charged. Come and bring your school
oooks with you. You will need them.
Very truly.
A. II.

Want ads printed
till bring result.

I

Wants

Citixeii

No..

.

74.

Goods

Delivered

Peerless Iceland Freezer
5"Makes the best grade of Ice Cream
of

in the least amount

time',,

SIZES FROM 1 QUART!
TO 12 QUARTS

REFRIGERATORS
Ice Tongs, Ice Picks, Ice Chisels,

Refrigerator Pans, Lemon Squeezers, Ice Cream Dishers, etc., etc.

AUGER
RA ABE & M
FIRST ST.
t5-t- 7

'

N.

I Lommori & Co.
323 S. Second

ft.

?

t
X

& Fruits
furnishings

Groceries, Vegetables

Men

s

Colombo Theater

Phone 791

NEW STORE
NEW STOCK

STItni'F.

in the

rr""

3

County SiiM'iiiitcii(leiit Culls Attention
of Teachers to Necessity
for Si inly.

Genuine Imported No. 1 Lucca Olive
Oil. Guaranteed PURE J J J

SOUTH SECOND
Phone 471.

4I

,

ST.

s

Pictures j
and Illustrated songs.
Moving

Tied piper of hamlin"
discharging

the servant

y.

Albu-nu'rq-

Very Serious
It ia a very serious matter to ask
(or one medicine and have the
wrong one given you. For this
reason we urge you in buying
to be careful to get the genuine
BLACK-DRAUG-

HT

1

Albuquerque

T7 A

H. COX, The

PLUMBING,

Ills Farm

Willi Samples of l'eaclies and
of Good Crop.

TEACHERS'

DCDT

1

Warner

Milling Man lU'turns From

o

IHMivcr

c

It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

Ho'zmann
Yradier
- Gillet
Luders

--

AROUND

s

or

,

ENDORSES EVERYTHING

nj

ir

-

i Ui

for the next ten
days

Brahms

BIG FRUIT

DEMOCRATIC CLUB

Bleu

Roberts
Herbert
Strauss

--

son-in-la-

ZJ&YZM

--

.....

PART n.;
Away"
"Blaze
MARCH.
SKKKNADK, "La 1'aloma"

STONE HOTEL

l,

Actual Cost

--

well-to-d-

bathhouses

To close out our
remaining stock of
refrigerators, we
will sell them at

Saturday Evenine

CONCERT

Convention
May Select.
Forty energetic young Democrats
met at the city building lust night
and organized a club to be known
as the Jefferson Club of Albuquerque.
W. Moore Clayton was elected president and J. II. Baker secretary, and
a committee was appointed to draw
for the club
up rules and
and to secure rooms ror a mee lng
place. A number of rather inflammatory speeches against boss rule
mere made and tributes were paid to
the principals of the Democratic
party. A live Interest was dlsplnyed,
and the new organization promises
to become an active factor In Demo-emti- o
politics In Bernalillo county.
The mei ting adopted resolutions as
follows:
" nereas. in unny mere is irenKw.
nd believing in the doctrines of Jef- ferson and Jackson, that the govern
ment should De or tne people for
the people, by the people, be It
TICKtTS SOLD AT
Unsolved, that this club be known
RAILKOADS CLAIM
as "The Jefferson Democratic Club
W.
L.
TRIMBLE'S
A. J. OTERO, Prop.
of Hernalillo County, New Mexico,"
THEY LOSE MONEY and
He It fur; her resolved, that we enAN IDEAL SUMMER AND HEALTH RESORT.
dorse the platform and candidates of
the national Democratic convention
NeliiMkn Lines Sny It Is linpoiv-dldnow being held nt Denver, Colo., and
Giiffdene-on-the-Pec- os
l.oiij; I'nUer lieeent
lo
also the platform adopted and nomLocated among pine-cla- d
hills on the Pecos river, IH miles from Rowe
inee selected as delegate to Congress
station on the main line of the A. T. & S. F.
Good hunting and fishing
Lincoln, Ni b., July 9. Railroad at the territorial convention held at
makes this the most delightful resort In New Mexico. We meet trains Wed
in Nebraska are paving the way, Koswell, N M.
nesday ana Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly write me line
to have undone some of
Kates $1.60 per day. $8.00 per week. Meals 60c. Transportation from station appar-nt'.ythe laws of tne lut session of the
$1.1)0.
Mrs. H. E. Bergmann. Rowe. N. M.
Kvi ry road in the state
TWICE A WEEK;
LeclKiuture.
has made a complaint that 011 a 'count
of the enactments of a yeur ago
MINISTER PAYS FINES
rates are
and the freight business, particularly
on some of the branch lines, affords
no profit.
Ncjim lriiiiM'N OMirt 'Hint He Won't
A. C. Bilicke
S.
Mitchell
John
LOS ANGELES
According to figures submitted to
Drink to Kxcvxs Auulii After
the Slate Railway commission, the
l
OnViiHe.
l.'nion
and
Uurlington
Northwestern
TWO NEW ELEVATORS
NEW FURNITURE',
Pacific systems have suffered heavy
"I will never get drunk no more
NEW FIRE. PROOFING
NEW PLUMBING
looses during the last nine months.
figures are taken from reports of as long .is I live in Albuquerque,
The
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made Jthis season for
the ?yst ins on file with the Inter- please sir, Jedge," said James lee.
Ccveciecce, Ccrort, and Safety.
colored, this morning
state Commerce commission, compar- alias Stun
isons being made witn the earnings nfter having been sentenced for a
New Mexico
for the year ending June 30, 1WU7. second time this week for looking
The HurliiiKton shows a loss per too long upon the wine when It was
Electric Cars to t,td '.rem FUilway Perils, also lieach and Mctictain
red.
month of J6.S26.
step it
deer TV. HcKiaijeck Hotel Cafe is Mote Pcpulir. han Ever
When Lee was arrested Monday he
said that his name was Sam. A minister paid his fine on the first occasion, giving 15 for Sam's release.
When Lee was arrested the second
SHOULD THEY JOIN? time Tuesday night he said that his
THE
name was James. Yesterday morning he was still under the influence
on
to
new
Work
the of liquor and too drunk to have a
the
addition
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
was hearing, according to his own testiImmaculate Conception church
stopped temporarily yesterday on ac- mony.
He pleaded not gull y, and
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rootini
count f a misunderstanding between w is returned to the cell until this
Contractor Anson and the brick lay- morning. He had changed his mind
ers and st 'iie masons' unions. The this morning about having been unAlboqiserqoe, New Mexico
First and Marquette
union men sy that the contractor der the Influence of liquor and pleadn
was employing two
cement ed guilty, evincing his sincerity in a
block masons, and refused to work as smile. The tine today was 10. and
long as the men worked. The two a tninls.er paid this line also.
men In question qu't with the union
men.
They are willing to Join the
stone masons' union, and the stone SANTA FE PREPARES
masons are willing to have them, but
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE
the brick layers protest that the ceTOR SUNDAY GAME
ment block masons should belong to
the bricklayers' union. Work his
been callej off pending the patching
up of the difficulty.
Salmon .(.rays . I'lay . Albuquerque
Of New Mexico and Arizona
ItroMiis at Aiicienl City and Itig
Crowd Will Attend.
TO
HF
I'KTI
I'l.W
It is a home industry.

VEi

!

i

m

ever in attendance.
Mrs. White was leaning over her
sick boy today when the reporter
called. A smaller bjy, too young to
know that his brother was probably
dying and not old enough to know
that his mother did not have enough
to eat and was starving herself to
give him the best that her nnagiT
means afforded, toddled' about tne
bare floor of the room and talked
baby prattles. The
in unmeaning
woman turned and bru.shed away a
I.OMA IJXDA SANITARIUM.
tear. A moan escaped the ilttlu form
Loma Linda, or Hill Beautiful, Is he name of one of Southern Califorcot.
nia's most beautifully located sanitariums, near Redlands, sixty miles east on "Ithethink
he is better," she
ef Los Angeles, on main line of the S P. The Battle Creek methods of said. "If onlythat
he will gtt well I think
treatment are carefully administered
Summer prices from June to Octostand the rest."
ber. Send for Booklet "C." Loma Linda Sanitarium. Loma Linda, Calif. I can
When Mrs. White came to New
Mexico she brought with her the two
ItlMINI HOT SPRINGS HOTEL, Los Angeles. The most curat It trwit children with her now, and a girl 16
wenery,
Iteniitlfiil
cool ocean breeze. Hot Springs years old, a daughter by her first
meiit for rheumatism.
water in every room, no iioino, no nit, no tips, street car to door. Pamphlets hu.sband. A week ago the girl Grace,
ny
.
ape.
oruce
or
v.
nr.
nnzen
writing
at
j
Medical Supt.
Mrs. White called her married Eric
o
Paulson, a
ranchman of
Pendleton, N. M. Mrs. White gave
her consent to the marriage with the
understanding that she was to receive
assistance. She had been making a
,
,
living for herself and the children by
According to Mrs.
JEMfZ HOT SPRINGS taking in washing.
.
Wh'te sne was requsted by her new
to leave the comfortable
house in which the had been living on
ORIGINAL
South Broadway, and was compelled
to take the tent house. Instead of
offering her aid, her daughters hus-baleft with his wife for his ranch
"
home In northern New Mexico, she
Hprinjrs in
10 Jeme
W!- -,
i
said. When her child became ill she
'
OIM day. 8are leaves Her- V -hiid to leave off washing to nurse
A
nalillo Tuesilav Sutiinluy
r5
him. the is now honelessly wituout
frisK
fuiui--and a worthy subject of charity.'

&l0U5,"c

REFRIGERATORS

PRATT

HELEN

GOLDEN RULE

FREE

tent house
In a 'small three-roobeix-ailithe east end vt the Coal avenue viaduct, bare of all conveniences
except for a few peeves of hard furniture, a table, a stove and empty cup
board and a cot, a w idow woman who
has known the sorrow of losing two
husbands and the hardship of poverty.
is hovering over a little buy, trying U
nursj him haek to health.
The woman is Mrs. Elvira White,
wh mine hi re a year ao from Co.o-radand the boy is her little son,
Bunny, who Is very ill with pneu
monia, toiilrailed us a reeull of a

The M. A. Lesem famous Knelpp Sanitarium Is situated In the most
beaut ful section of San Diego, on the southwest corner of First and Laurel
streets, built on a high elevation. To the south Is the bay and Coronado
Islands; to the west a most magnificent view of Tolnt Lomi and the Pan
clfic ocean; to the east and north a grand view of the Inland mountains
to the boundary line of Old Mexico. This location Insures purest air, no
trace of alkaline dust to Inhale, beautiful walks all about, and to any part
of the city; the street cars offer a convenient, clean and safe road of
transit This Sanitarium cures all disease without drugs or operation; all
applications being made In strict accordance with the Knelpp rules for
giving same. The results are always gratifying.

LT.f:iL

AND

MISS

IIUUH',

PARADISE VALLEY SANITARIUM

GIBBS

Utile

SAN D1EOO SKMtWKY SAN PIIXJO, PAUF.
'
A select School for Girl and Young Women.
Prepares for high grade
Colleges and Universities. Superior advantages In Voice, Music. Art, Elocution, lynnsrunges, Athletics Swimming Gymnastics etc. A most superb home
with attractive grounds. School opens Sept. 16th. Write for catalogue. Mrs.
P. A. Woodin Bus. Mgr.

AONZW SANITARIUM,

ntK

Liver Medicine
The reputation of this old,
medicine, for constipation, indigestion and liver trouble, is firm
ly estabusneo. It does not imitate
other medicines. It is better than
others, or it would not be the falarger
vorite liver powder, with
au otuers combined.
sue
SOLD IN TOWN
Ft

uu

HOTEL DENVER
Corner Second and Coal.
Ilcst $1.50 per day house In
city; lotteut rates, week or
ii ion tli. American plan. Aivoru- - 4
niodutions tip top. Come.

mr.

near-sighte-

d

60ES SHUMPiNS

Klo Graude Valley Iud V.
Take n Vacation.
JOHN BORRADAILE
Now It the time io u.lt" a vacation,
got out Into the win, iv f
and
mountains and
the ali re. but
l
Kstale and Invcrtmum-ColletH- H
do iu t forget to take a Lottie of
Itents
City Kt'ully .
Chamberlain's Colle, Cholera and D- Office, Corner Thirdof and
Gold Am
iarrhoea Itemedy along; with you. It HboiM SIS
Albuquerque, K. M
Is almost certain to be needed and
cannot be obtained on railroad trains
or steamships. It Is too much of a
12i) raidd IniTi a m n iai
risk (or anyone to leave horn on a Is due k rood work and fate
Journey without It. For sale by all inent of our paCrona. Habbs Usustdtswi
Iti-u-

druff'-sU- .

vg

THE TOUGHEST SLEEEPING PROPOSITION ON RECORD

OUR EMBASSIES
IN EUROPE

SHABBY

I

Business Man

M r.

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration,
Next to having goods of merit to sell is the importance of letting the
. public know that you have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever' solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently brings no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertise-mewill go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them,
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy.
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time when the entire family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next day'

America Shows Lack of Good
Business Sense In Housing
foreign Representatives

While so mui-l- i
LonJon, July !
has bit-- saij about the g orReousness
of some of thi? American cinbassa
dors and their private homes in the
nt
of Europe, diacrt-e- t
Various capital
about
has been maintained
the ai'tual American embasxie. Tlin
fact is, it is usually suppose,! that
the embassy offices are where the
tli
embassador lives, atiii tha;
case with most of the other powers
which own bis houses sometimes
palaces where their
embassadors
live rent free and have their offices,
too.
The Oerman embassy In tendon, for Instanee. is a magnificent
$l.000-a-ye.i- r
mansion in Carlton
House terrace ju-- . beyond William
Waldorf Asti's home and across the
ftreet from the mansion of ir Gilbert Parker, who luckily has a rich
and
Italian
American wife. The
French embassies here are also
worthy of princes; but the American
embassy is crowded '.nl-- a few parGoes, into the home in the evening and is readthere where the whole famgrimy
ticularly stuffy.
rooms in an office building on Vicily has a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
toria street, affording a marked conby the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads, but only
trast to the splendors of Dorchester
house, where Mr. Held lives, ten
skims over the news headings.
utes' walk distant.
WlM're
Hoes ItuMiiic.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisThe embassy is located between a
ers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
fecund-han- d
furniture shop and a
second-clas- s
restaurant, and occupies
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.
the basement, ground floor and one
or two rooms on the top floor of an
unattractive brown stone second-clas- s
building. The outward appearance of the embassy gives one an ImROTHSCHILD & CO.
JOS. HOME CO.
pression uf melancholy decrepitude,
Chicago.
Pittsburg.
which is more than confirmed by the
Is my opinion that the evening
"It
"In case of special sales to mala
"
in
thoroughly
All the offices are badly
Interior.
read
more
papers
are
them effective, the news must be pub1
. -furnished.
Even the ambassador's
the home and this Is the aim of the
lished ln large space the afternoon
private: sanctum appears shabby.
FRED A. SLATER,
advertiser."
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND.
Adv. Mgr.
When in his office the American In THE RAILROAD TARDS AT D E.WER ARE 447 PULLMANS WHE RE THOUSANDS OF DELEGATES,
Adv. Mgr.
ambassador in London sits In a
ALTERNATES AND VISITORS TO THE NATIONAL DEMOCRAT Ic CONVENTION GO WEARILY TO
ground floor front room which ia litBED EVERY NIGHT.
THE BAILEY CO.
CO.
erally right on the street. From the
Cleveland.
New York City.
top of a Indon bus you can peer
Eighty
"Evening by all means.
"We consider the evening paper the
down Into the embassadorlal sanc- vaults for holding state doouments. ought to be In a more central posi- able to speak English. These figures
per cent of department store custombest medium for department store
tum.
evenBesides the lack of privacy lue ambassador should be decently tion, and. above all. it should be would indicate that the native people
ers are women. They read the
advertising."
A. B. PECK,
there ia the additional discomfort of housed at the expense of the state, American property.
ing papers."
are in the minority in New Mexico
Adv. Mgr.
Mgr.
street noises made by the lumbering on a par with other plenipotentiaries
J. S. M'CARRENS. Adv.
Sccuml-lloo- r
today, were it not for the fact that
In Paris).
Hats
motor buses and other traffic. The with whom he has dealings."
THE BENNETT CO.
In Paris, while the embassy occuthese figures do not account for the
whole impression conveyed by the
pies an excellent location at 18 Ave- 45, 000 persons of school age who
Omaha.
"THE FAIR."
Worse Tlian Second-ItaUTembassy is one of cheapness. Con
Cincinnati.
"The evening paper Is best! Sure!"
nue Kleber, close to the Arc de were not enrolled In the schools at
In
Berlin
embassy
the
American
Is
quering j.ne immense amount of housed in a flat over a
WM, KLUNE, JR.. Adv. Mgr.
is
"Best results from evening papers.
time, and the supposition
book store, Trlomphe, the rooms could be much the
business done, one Is surprised at the for
The only time I use a morning paper
of
improved. The Paris embassy pays strong that the great majority
paid
which
Is
the
rent
a
1125
utter lack of
Is Sunday, for Monday's business. BaCALLEXDER, M'ACSLAN & TROUP
modern of- month. As the business premises of ll.iiUO per annum for its accommothese were Spanish speaking, for the
fice equipment.
CO.
lance of the week the evening papers
dation, which is in what Is called the report says that on January 15 there
embassy
American
or
the
"chanNo Vault for DocumeiiU.
do the work to my entire satisfacProvidence.
740
were
districts
205
of
the
rural
Is
building,
"entresol"
of
the
cellery,"
that
as
place
the
has
been called
Speaking of these shortcomings, a
W. H. SCHRADER,
"We consider the evening paper
tion."
for dignity's sake Unter den Linden a sort of mezzanine floor. Naturally that were not holding school and it
Adv. Mgr.
eilk.no wn
as a general thing, for It !
better
American
in 68, one flight up, has
resident
Is
in
the
where
those
districts
ceilings
low,
Is
rural
the
no
are
but
there
sheltered Unitusually , the home paper."
London who knows the embassy
is
speaking
( Spanish
element
the
remedy,
as
embassy
American
is
the
Slates
diplomats
ed
for more than
thoroughly, and who, as a business
WM. C. ELLIOT. Adv. Mgr.
LEASt'RE BROa
ten years.
is without exception not allowed sufficient rent to pay for stronger. It can be set for certain,
man, has traveled
extensively and the shabbiest It establishment
Erie.
two
are
races
therefore,
rooms.
better
that
the
office
The
consists of
of Its
visited various other American emWM. HEXGERER CO.
"We consider the evening papers
two apartments thrown
into one, about equally divided, but that the
bassies in different parts of the kind maintained even by second-rat- e
by all means, finding by Inquiry
best
Buffalo.
process
is
going
amalgamation
on
making
of
eleven rooms in all, and
like Spain, Holland and Turworld, made the following statement: na.lons
"We do most of our advertising ln
that the people do not have time or
as rapidly as is the immigration of
key.
each
of
At
ten
the
corner
of
members
staff
the
insignifof
the
an
"Our embassy In London is one of
the evening papers."
take time In the morning to look a
new blood.
However, the figures of
office.
street leading oft the has a
paper through."
toe poorest business propositions I icant side
H. T. LEASURB
DE F. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.
seem to Indicate
census
school
the
side
north
of
Unter
Linden,
den
it
Depressing
In
l'liwv
Koine.
have ever come across. Besides the occupies
popNew
Mexico's
of
estimates
that
floor
second
the
of
ordian
ln Italy, where everything Is usu- ulation recently made have been too
wnole
appearance
of
d
business building, ally so bright
the place, it lacks certain necessities nary
and cheerful,
the ll(li and that the present populawas
which
imposing
was
It
when
which even a second-rat- e
business built In the Bix.les, but is now out- American embassy presents a de- tion of the territory does not exceed
concern in a backwoods town would
pressing contrast.
While all the
classed by
if It reaches that figure.
possess.
There is not even a vault all sides.' its modern neighbors on other powers have their own offices, 300,000,
and occupy permanent locations, the
at the embassy to keep state papers
Barring the corner room, which Rome contingent
tu, and the most valuable books and
of the American
"Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil Is the
Heavy, Impure blood makes a mudthe ambassador uses for his private representatives
In Europe are housed dy,
documents are placed promiscuously office,
headaches,
complexion,
pimply
remedy for that often fatal disbest
"embassy"
the
In a rented flat, occupying
ALL KINDS
about the office, where any on with ful honor of being onehasof the doubtground nausea. Indigestion. Thin blood makes ease croup. Has been used with
the dark- - floor in one of those great the
a little ingenuity could abstract them
mansions
you
sickly.
pale,
weak,
Burdock
est
dingiest
and
In all
if he wished. If there was a Are at Berlin, and some apartments
centuries ago, and which most Blood Hitters makes the blood rich, success In our family for eight years."
FARM MACHINERY
Congressional apos- - built
Mrs. L. Whlteacre, Buffalo, N. Y.
the embassy papers of the utmost
now shun.
Italians
The naval and red, pure restores perfect health.
importance would be lout simply for tie of embassadorlal plainness who military attaches who should have
try to pick his way along the offices
the want of thy most ordinary busi- might
at the respective embassy
passage leading from the
"reness foresight.
live "outside;" and they have to be
ception
hall"
a
splendid
would
have
"The American embassy holds Its
sent for when any business requires
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
offices on a yearly lease, at a cost chance to stumble headlong ln the their presence.
dark.
rooms
by
occupied
The
AND WHOLESALE PRI7ES
the
of 1,500 a year, and any time t.he
1:1 Tl
are
mat trit'd tha noeii ... t .. first and second secretaries
ABOUT
v TiTe "chief headquarters of America in smaller than the quarters allowed In RACES ARE
AND
Europe 'notice to quit.' As a mat- American business offices for the
ter of fact, the offices of the Ameri- telephone clerk, and the "embassy"
EVENLY DIVIDED
TO
can embassy are held In London to- Itself has always been too small to
OLD
day on a sort of charitable lease. provide room for the naval and milSM
Both buildings Immediately adjoin- itary attaches, who must rent quar
ing it are rented as shops at 15,000 ters outside, and are, therefore, sel
Annual
of brlxtol Suerlii-- .
a year, and several offers of higher dom to be found at Unter den Linden
tiivcn
Undent
8S,
belong.
they
where
renis have been made to the landStatistics.
Ila-banking
lords a
Street In St, IMershursr.
institution but
WAGONS
they have so fur not turned the
The chancellery of the American
(Spe-clul.)
M.,
9.
July
N.
Fe,
Santa
American embassy out from a feeling embassy In St. Petersburg has been
The annual report of the sumoved many times from one part of
of sentimental courtesy.
Until September 24th Inclusive
he town to another.
Not "(mmI liusliu-8).- "
It is at present perintendent of public Instruction
"Every one who goes to the Amer- in the (lalertiy, a narrow and noisy throws some light upon the Interestican embassy notices the woebegone street at the back of the splendid ing (uestion of the proportion of the
212 North
appearance of the whole show. It is houses on he English quay, where r.icis In New Mexico. On January
Second
Street
not 'good business' on the art of the Spanish embassy la situated. It 1.j, l!(is. according to the report,
the American government to slight has a desolate appearance, which Is there were enrolled in the rural
their own embassy, for in these days accounted for by the fact that as it xchiioU 15,399 Knglish speaking and
VIA
of moderni.y, appearances count for is not American property and the 13.2U4 Spanish speaking children ami
a lot. Not long aitu a prominent proprietor may at any time require ii the cities, 8,497 English speaking
SHORE"
LAKE
British
business man asked me the present occupiers to go, It is not unl 2.7 m) Spanish speaking pupils.
OR
enIn
words,
where our embassy was. I
while
a
to
out of
other
total
J D. Ea kin. President
make Improvements.
in worth
Chu. Mellnl, Secretary
o
Victoria street.
Q. Gloml, Vice President.
When Ambassador Tower was at rollment of almost 40 000, about
'oh, yes,' he exO. Btchacbl, Treurr.
"MICHIGAN CENTRAL"
claimed, 'down there among the oth- St. Petersburg the chancellery was
ii
were Knglish speaking and
er colonics.' it is pretty rough on in a house adjoining his magnificent
Of course,
Spanish speaking.
us to be classed as a Brl.ish colony. palace close to the Winter palace, under Spanish speaking pupils the
"The embassy in London Is ubout 'ioe present premises appear ade- classed the children of native
BaocesKora t
on a par with other American embas- quate for the purpose for which they
deof Spanish or Mexican
MF.l.IM A EAKIN, am UACIIKCHI
GIOM
sies
have visited. For instance, up ate required, but the chancellery scent and not merely children un- VIA
HOLfALC BCALKRm M
to a short time ago our embassy at
Constantinople was imply d.sgrace-ful- ;
it was in a positive slum, and
Is to love children, and no
the Turkish authorities, during the
home can he happy without
last outbreak, said they could not
Good for
days
Wt
vnythlng la stock to outfit tbo
protect us unless we moved Into a
them, yet the ordeal through
most fastidious bar oomploto
decent part of the town. All over
which the expectant mother
Have bA-- appointed excluHive agents In the Southwest for Joa. S.
the east the same conditions pref ires to
low
Correspondingly
Sclillts. Win. I4'inp and St. Iiouls A. I). V. Breweries: Telkwtone,
of
full
occupy
is
we
verIn
so
usually
a
vail.
must pass
Teheran
tin-eDraper's CVtlar lirook, Louis Hunter, T. J
Klver, V. II.
way
itable shanty, and there is no
Moils nil, and other brands of whiskioa too numerous to mentfcm.
she
suffering
and
dread
that
of protecting our vroperty.
If anyCanada, Adirondack Mountains and
WE A HE NOT COMPOUNDERS
Mother s Friend,
one thought It worth while to s ea' looks forward to tht hour with apprehension.
our code book, or otiier state papers
sell the straight article a received from, the best Wineries
But
Lawrence
nervousness,
River
nausea,
allays
by its penetrating and sooihing properties,
Distilleries and Breweries ln the United States. Call and inspect
.
It would be simple en
In
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prloe
our unliiv)- is very sh:. bby. am! unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the ordeal that
List. Issued to dealers only
certainly f;iils to insp're tru Jap' she passes through the event with but little suffering, as numbers
EDWIN TEARS, Colorado'.Passenger Agent
with the idea of our grea ness. Tnc
it
Oenver, Colo.
only decent embassy In the east Is in have testified and said,
1017 Seventeenth Street
China.
"From the business man's point of
view, the American embassies
all
I WARRENJJ. LYNCH, Passenger Traffic Manager. CHICAGO
over Europe retted on our country.
What we need everywhere abroad
are permanent homes, with good
silt-ne-

I
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down-at-he-
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four-storie-
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dCi.

New York Central Lines

Boston and Return

IiiU-rvtU- ii

Every Thursday

From Chicago

$29.35

J

7

Korber & Co.

i

I

24.-iio-

16,-lio-

par-vnta-

Consolidated Liquor Company

From St. Louis $33.1

1

III"big;four route"
return 30

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
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St.

lut-'h-

To-kl-
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

1

t

THURSDAY, JVtiY

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

. IftOS.

Some
Reasons

c
Beoatue The Cltlsen la a
home paper. It la either

the home or la
home by the business
man when hi a day's work
is done and ft STAYS
ThkRE. A morning pa-p- er
la usually carried
down town by the head
of the family and hurriedly read.

r

I

I

t
t

x

:
:

The Cltlaen la not read
hurriedly, hut thoroagb
ly, ao that all advertise,
ment receive their ahare
of attention. It presenU
the atore news a little
ahead, flying the prospective purcliaaer ttnie to
plan a shopping tour for
the next morning.

T
Wise advertisers
ize The Cltl.en

:
:

patron-

bceauae
tliey know their advertisement are seen and
read at tlie lionies hi the
evening, and If they are
oil cring something worthy
of attention, their ad lias
accomplished ita mission.

!

SCORES

i

The Citizen has never
given premiums to subscribers, but Is subscribed
to and paid for on Ita
news merits, showing
tliat Its subscribers have
money with which to buy
what they want from
legitimate m e r c h a nw.
These are tlie people
The Citizen invites to
your store.

z
X

5
6

7
8

2
1

FOR SALE

wattatwa
WANTED

WANTED Sewing by the day. 1104
North 2nd St Phone 1483.
WANTED
Colored porter. Apply at
Southern hotel at once.
;raln sacks, brass, lead.
WANTED
,
copH-rsine, pewter, aluminum, tin
toll and rubber E. XV. Fee, 602-00- 1
Sou Hi linn St. Phone 16.
to have a
Everyoody
WANTED
boiled 'mess of Gleckler's native
Early Ohio potatoes, at your grocer's.
WANTED Ladles to call and see our
new styles In millinery at reduced
prices. Miss C. P. Crane, lit North
Second street. Ladles' tailoring and
dressmaking. Phone 144. Apprentices wanted.
WANTED Position by all around
man; prefers yard and house work
at private residence, driving team,
etc. Call or address 1201 S. Broadway.
WANTED For U. S. Army: Abie
bodied unmarried
men between
ages of 18 and 35; citizens of
United States, of good character
who
can
and temperate habits,
speak, read and write English. For
Information apply to Recruiting Officer. JOS E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

aat
PERSONAL PROPERTY

LO..N3

MONEY to LOAN
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 110 and as high as
1200. Loans sm quickly made and

strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
youi possession.
Our rates are reasons ble. Call and see us before

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the wor! 1.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
103 H
West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.

4444

Zearing

The Complete

House Furnishers
20B W. Gold A v.

Have the finest thin in the oven
line for a pas or pasoline stove. C
Call and let us show them to you. C

The Citizen employs a
man whose business it Is
to look after your adver-Usin- g
wants. He will
write your copy If you
wish. If uot. he will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their best
and lie will attend to
them from day to day.

E
In
Are you advertising
Tlie Citizen? Your com-

petitors

are,

PHYSICIANS
DR, SOLOMON U BURTON
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland office (It South WaJtsa
Street Phone 1620.
'

una. jbroxson

Office (28; Residence

.684
.393

.292
.361

A. MONTOYA

lilt.

DENTISTS
DR.

Miscellaneous

bronson

Homeopathic
Physicians
reooa. Over Venn's Drue

PRICE $2.25

CXXXXXXXJCXXXXXXJLX
1XXXXXXJO
Batteries: Keifly, Camnitz, Leev-e- r,
FOR RENT 22 room mornPhelps und O'Connor; Sparks and FOR SALE Cheap, a heavy draft
St,
Inquire
2nd
1125
North
horse.
ing house, new and modern
Dooln.
will be ready about Sept. 1, 0S.
FOR SALE A good saddle pony and
AgenU, either sex. earn
WANTED
FOR RENT S store rooms,
saddle. S27 N. Fifth street.
R. II. E.
At Chicago
$60 to $100 per week selling exalse 25x50 ft.( good location.
6 11
3 tuli
Chicago
SALE Best transient and
quisitely embroidered pongee silk
FOR SALE Rooming house,
7
3
3
rooming house in the city. Inquire
Uruoklyn
patterns,
patterns, dress
waist
29 rooms, doing good business;
Box 44.
Kuelbach, Brown and
Hatterles.
drawn work waists. National Imcentrally located; reasons for
Moran; Bell, Holmes, Ritter and Ber- FORSALE Modern house, 6 rooms.
porting Co., Desk D, 699 Broadway,
selling.
gen.
New Tort-bath and. electric lights; for sale at
FOR SALF Modern 8 room
309 S. Broadway for
once.
Call
rapid
at
most
AO
the
for
ENTS
wanted
residence, brick, good location,
American League.
particulars.
en
necessity
household
selling
on terms or cash; $4,000.
R. H. E.
At Bosto- nearth. Every woman buys one on
6
0 FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano.
2
Get a Travelers' Accident and
Boston
sample
1
cents
Send
for
sight
A
new, beautiful tone.
good a
Health Policy. Money to Loan.
0 7 0
Cleveland
Manto
Sales
Information
of
full
and
chance to possess an Instrument
M. L. SCirCTT.
Batteries: Pruitt and Kriker;
ager. 182 Brlnckerhoof Ave , Utlcs,
unexcelled make at Just bait what
219 South Second Street.
Rhoades, Ryan and N. Clarke.
Whit-son's
New
York.
On exhibit at
It Is worth.
SALESMEN
Music Store, 124 South SecHONEST AOENTS IV days' credit.
R. II. E.
At Philadelphia
ond street, Albuquerque.
New circular ready. Soaps selling
0
0
8
St. Louis
coy0 FOR SALE
better than ever. W.lte. Parker
9
2
Philadelphia
At a bargain, a Drand- - WANTED Capable salesman to
er New Mexico with staple line.
MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.
Chemical Co., Chicago.
new Stevens shotgun, never been
Howell and Spencer;
Batteries:
High
commissions,
$100 $1.SJ
with
Bender and Smith.
classified
fired. A high grade and thorough,
posimonthly
advance. Permanent
ly modern gun.
Inquire at The
ads. In 88 leading papers In U.
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
Fifteen acres of very good land
At Washington
R. H. E.
Citizen office.
for list. The Dake AdvertisCo.. Detroit, Mich.
3
7 11
Washington
ing Agency, 427 South Main street,
under Irrigation, four mile aorth
IXtll SAI.E Everything must go re
1
1
4
Chicago
Loe Angeles.
gardless of cost before July 20. I WANTED Live, energetic men for
of town, well fenced with barbed
Batteries: J. Tannehill and Warexclusive territory agency of "In- MARRT your choice. Particular peoneed tlie money and the room, aa I
wire and cedar poets; $750.00
ner: Manuel, Owen, Sullivan and
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
will leave on that date for New
ple, everywhere. Introduced withcash.
Shaw.
cml oil Into gas gives one hunYork to purchase a complete new
out publicity; no fakes; details free.
candlepower burns on manfull and winter goods. This
dred
A. C, box 1238, Los Anstock
of
Address,
At New York
R. II. E.
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at
is your clutnce to buy new stylish
geles, OaJL
Detroit
once. Coast Lighting Company, AOENTS Introduce
good at your own price. E. Muliar-m- ,
to
80PASTE
New York
92n Tesler Way. Seattle.
516 West Central.
factories, railroad shops, etc. ReFifty acres first clnaa Irrigated
Mullin and Schmidt:
SALES MAN Fl fat class all round
moves grease dirt quickly; Immense
t'hisbro and Kleinow.
land, three miles from the city,
to
unoccupied
profits.
atnaslng
terricover
Parker
hustler
ales;
BARGAINS IN ACRE PROPERTY
under high state of cultivation,
tory selling staple line to retail
Chemical Co., Chicago.
Western Ixiicue.
fenced with barbed nire and large
trade.
Technical knowledge unpeo.
your
At Pueblo
choice.
Particular
MARRT
R. H. E.
In 5 and 10 acre tracts, within tw
necessary.
Permanent to right
posts; price per nere, $75.00.
cetlnr
without
everywhere.
pie,
Introduced
Denver
miles of the city limits, at 320 to (75
map.' 130.00 weely.
Expenses ad
publicity; no fakes; details tree. AdPueblo
per acre. Also a ranch of 1500 acres.
R.
Jennings,
Sales
vanced.
Frank
dress, A. C, box 1238, Los Angeles,
Batteries:
Adams and Zaluky; all valley land, at $30 per acre.
Manager, Chicago.
Calif.
Nichols and Mitze.
About 100 acre of flrsl
ONE exclusive agent for every town
class
10 ACRE TRACTS
MALE HELP
to take orders for
At Lincoln
R. II. E. On Fourth street, at $50 per acre.
Irrigated land, located four miles
1
8
6
suits for men and women; $100
Lincoln
Other small tracts at proportional
north of town, 50 acres' under
Ot-4 prices.
monthly or more easily ejvrned; WANTED Traveling men and sollc'- 0 2
Moines
Money to loan on approved
cultivation (laxl year uas planted
tors calling on druggists, confectionsample outfit. 250 styles newest
Batteries:
Johnson and Zlnran; security.
Address
ers, etc., covering Albuquerque ana
In wheat), well fenced ultb four
woolens, In handsome carrying case,
Ford and Raldel.
Felipe J. tJnrule,
surrounding territory and states, to
free of cost. Opportunity to estabRoom 19. Armijo Block, 304 West
Mlree and cedar pou, main ditch
chocoAt Sioux City
of
H.
E.
carry
R.
our celebrated line
lish prosperous and growing busiCentral Avenue, Albuquerque. N. M.
through land, title perfect.
runs
(5
1
basis.
2
good
Sioux City
on
commission
lates
ness without Investment. Full InPrice for the whole tract, for a
6
2
0
Bowes Allegrettl, 36 River St., ChiOmaha
structions with every outfit. Apply
cago.
Henry and Freeman;
Batteries:
short time only $0500.00.
This
today. The Eagle Tailoring Co.,
Ragan and Gonding.
INTERSTATE
BOARD
Dept. 37, 212-il- g
Franklin St.. Chi- HERE'S a chance for you to make Is a snap for somebody.
cago.
money. Our representatives make
American Association.
$10 a day; so can you. Immediate
AMRITKjIIS MEN WANTED Why
At St. Paul: First game, St. Paul
WARNS RAILROADS
territory
exclusive
and
seller
work for small salary?
You can
5. Kansas City 8.
Second game, St.
Agents can carry as side line. C. F.
earn $25 to $150 per day; others
Paul 10. Kansas City 0.
Pennewell. Mgr.. 162 Mutcal Life
are doing It; you can do likewise.
At Louisville:
Louisville 6, ToRerJ Estate and Loans. Netarj
Bldg., Seattle, Washington
Cure Must be KxcrcLsed In Issuing
If you desire to Increase your salledo 3.
Public. Sli W. Gold Ave.
ary and elevate yourself, write for WANTED Salesman, experienced In
Passes, us Several Violations
At Columbus: Columbus 4. Indianour free book, "How to Become a
Have Been Reported.
any line, to sell general trade in
apolis 3 (11 innings).
t
Addrejs
Professional Auctioneer."
New Mexico.
Liberal commissions
Chicago School of Auctioneering.
Washington, July 9. The Interwith $36 weekly advance. On
hotf.l arrivals.
A little forethought may save you
Roycp
Bldg..
notistate commerce commission has
Chlcaeo.
salesman earned $1,263.62, his first no end
of trouble. Anyone who makes
Alvurado.
fied western railroads to be more WANTED A real genutrie salesman,
two months with us. The ContinIt a rule to keep Chamberlain's Colic.
J. P. Oilchmlst, Bio. Vallat, Pari
careful in their obedience to the law
a man who has ability and who will
ental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Cholera and Diarrhoea remedy at
Gordon, Denver; J. J. Ollege,
Las forbidding free passes.
Six classes
work for us as hard and conscien- hand knows this to be a fact For
Vegas; Mrs. J. P. Hill. San
Franof persons are named
NOTICE TO THE PiriJLIC.
whom the
tously as he would for himself, to
sale by all druggists.
cisco; Miss J. Peeklngton,
F.
W. commission declares are not among
represent us exclusively In Arizona
Kett-neMemls Thoreau, N. Marshal,
the exceptions laid down in the law,
and New Mexico. We have a large,
Notice is hereby given by the un
L. Bergman,
Pueblo; E. F. as follows:
well known and In every way first dersigned that the Independent Lum
Phoninin, Arizona; E. L. Pierce. SoAdvertis ber company has this day purchased
class line af Calendars,
Officers or employes of news comcorro; C. G. Singleton, St. Louis: panies oiher than newsboys; officers
ing Specialties and Druggists La- from the Rio Grande Material and
Mrs. J. McCarinl. Arkansas; Mr. J. or employes of telegraph
or telebels and Boxes, and our line la so Lumber company all of the assets of
C. phone companies, except when
L.
Parker Danolle, Arkansas;
attractive and varied that each and the Rio GranJe Material and Lumber
every business In every town In the company, located al the corner of
Walker, Roswell; K. J. Canalsey.
engaged In operation, extencountry, without regard to else, can Marquette avenue and North Third
Hutchinson; Harvie Duval, Santa Fe. sion, repair or Inspection of lines In
11. K. Ferguson, Laguna; L. Heeplch,
be successfully solicited. Our goods street. That the Independent Lumber
connection with the operation of the
;
are very attractive, but no more so company will pay all Indebtedness due
E. P. VhI:ely. Pueblo! XV. Sim- - railroad; officers or employes of sure.
than our reasonable prices, and we ana owing from the Rio Grande MaChity. transfer and baggage companies
nions, Denver; H. B. Terrls,
cago; J. L. Elgholz, Los Angeles.
know from the experience of others terial and Lumber company to any
except baggage agenis;
officers or
who have been and are now In our person. Arm or corporation, and will
employes of carriers not subject to
employ that any bright bustling collect all bills due and owing to the
SI urges.
the act to rrguiate commerce (steam
man who has good average ability saia Rio Grande Material and Lumber
L. II Wood. St. Joe; T. S. Hods.m.
boat line); officers or employes of
and Is wiling to work can make company.
Phoenix; A. C Pearsons. Phoenix; J. subsidiary corporations, families of
RIO GRANDE MATERIAL AND
with us from $60 to $119 per week.
Sei):n. Los Angeles; R. K. Barry. local attorneys, surgeons and others.
LUMBER COMPANY.
Must be ready to commence work
Cleveland; Miss A. M. Turner. M- The order says:
By S. J. Brack, Manager.
once.
Commissions
liberal.
t
ccarty, N. M.; J. J. Culleii. Denver:
Our
In
the Issuance and
"Many abuses
To the former customers of the
company was organised In 1882. We
L. Chemls and boy, St. Louis; C. E. use of passes have been discovered
are capitalised for $200,000.
We Rio Grande Lumber Co. and to the
Hoban, Denver; D. N. Pollard, Kan- by tha commission which it la desired
we trade in general:
to
simply
show
this
state
thst
N.
N.
Denver;
Watt.
City;
sas
R.
to correct, and t" this end, and
The undersigned, having this day
are
responsible
mean
and
business.
C.
WillM"ndragon. Santa Fe; J.
of the misinterpretation of the
bougfit out the entire Interest of the
111
you
pay
you
It
If
to
do.
write
iams, Shrevepoit. La.
law by carriers generally, the comSales Manager, Merchants Publish. Rio Grande Lumber Co. and having
mission at this time makes announce- Ing Co., Kalamasoo, Mich. Enclose assumed all liabilities and had transCrulge.
due said RIo
this advertisement with your appli- ferred to us all accounts
N. E. Wbltaker. Mctnrosh: C. J.
Grande Lumber Co. hereby announce
cation.
Eggleston, Mcintosh: C. E. Bernard
that we will conduct said yard
and wife, Kansas City, KfTle Rutler.
strlcUy a retail lumber yard and will
LOST
FOUND
Ft. Collins. Colo.; A. Carpenter,
carry
a full line of everything needP. L. Rule, Laplata. Mo.; R.
In building material.
ed
LOST
leather
Black
book
with
E. Egler and wife, Kansas City.
AND CURE
We hope to merit your patronage
LUNGS
Singer sewing machine cards Inyou the best of treat,
promise
can
and
MaSinger
same
to
side.
Return
Grand Central.
will
remain
ment Mr. S. J. Brack
chine office, 218 H 8. Second.
J.
Brown. Silver City: J.imes May btf pennanenrty ou t come tjy proper
WITH
with us and he will be glad to have
Di.ugherty, J. R. O'Cnnnell, Las personal
get
our prices becourts v.tktre aftfitjtance ment that It will recommend the In- his friends call and
Vegas; H. J. Stewart, Marquez; P
fore placing their orders.
io oio truly loncjtcial laxative dictment and prosecution of all carE. McOhlsney. Kansas City; FnthenINDEPENDENT LUMBER CO.,
gal Murphy,
Vegas; A. Garcia, remedy. Srtip oj hgs and tXxr ( Senna, riers and persons Issuing passes to
By Louis B. Rapp, Manager.
wKuK enables one to form regular or allowing the use of passes by any
New Mexico.
PRICE
persons not Included within
the
knotty daily s that assistance to naJust Exactly Right.
run
Savoy.
designated classes to whom free
Trial Battle Free
King's
New
Life
used
9LU8
Dr.
have
tn.
"I
ture
dispensed
gradually
be
may
I. A. Enrlquez. El Paso;
J. J
transportation may be given by car- Pills for several years, and find them AND Al t THROAT Nr UWG TROUBLES.
when, ho temper needed a$ trie nest of riers.
Dodge, Kansas City; L. W. Ester
Just exactly right," says Mr. A. A.
GUARANTEED
Omaha; J. A. Penthlng. Chas. Benth. remedies, wkei. reouircd, arc to assist
The carriers are enjoined against Felton, of Harrlsvllle, N. T. New Life
OB HONEY X:
Ins, New York; S. S. Torries, Almon nature and not to SupyJard the natur. the destruction of records of memo- Pi Is relieve without the least discomtouching
randa
the
issuance
of fort. Best remedy for constipation,
kick hi u&t depend ulti
01 functions,
passes, and passes themselves, com- blllou mens and malaria.
25c at all
- nourishment,
mately
Can't
Be
Beat.
upon
ing
It
Into the hands of the carriers af- dealers.
probeThe best of all teachers Is experi- proper c(orU,and riftftt living gentraly. ter use, must be retained for a peence. C. M. Harden of Silver City, TogetiK
beneficial effects, aLayS riod pf not less thn five years.
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD. I
North Carolina, says: "I find Elec
Meet Every Friday Evening
1
tric Bitters does all that's claimed buy tke genuine
ASOOMED
Tlie place to get seaMoneil lumber.
At 8 Sharp.
for It. For stomach, liver and kidney
I
SuicrUr Lumber and Mill Oo.'s plant.
T ADVERTISING CLVBS
Senna
Syrup?
troubles It can't be beat. I have tried
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER, I
it and find It a most excellent medl
manufactured by tht
2d F.
pFArtERICACONYENTICN
r
cine." Mr. Harden Is right; It's the
E. W. Moore, C. C.
I
nmiAS CITT
Successful advertising means a
V
D. E. Philippe. Clerk.
best of all medicines also for weak
ness, lame back and all run down
4 prosperous buslnCHH. Tlie Gitlien
West Lead Ave.
41
I
only
reocltea all vbuises.
conditions.
V VISITING SOVEREIGNS WE,
Best too for chills and
malaria. Sold under guarantee by all SOLD BV ALL LEADING DRUGCISTS
V
COMB.
price Wtrwijot1
dealer. He.
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Davis

$

J. E. KRAFT

Denial Surgrry
Rooms S and t, IlaraeU
Over 0RJeily'a Drue
Appointments made by

rnone

BaUaVusg

144

EDMUND J. ALGER, tK D. 8.

l

Office hours,
in, to 19:M
1.30 to 6 p. m.

se

f

Apolntmenta made by mail.

30$ West Central Avenue.

Phone

441

LAWYERS
R.

XV.

D. Bryan

Attorney at Ijiw
Office,

First National Rank Uulldlaa,
Albuquerque, N. M.

E

DOBSON

XV.

Attorney at

Un

Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.'

T

I HAM. BOND

Attorney at Law
Pensions,

Land Patents,

Copyrights,

riitcuts. Letter Patents, Trade

!I2

Marks, Claims.
F Street. N. M., Washington, D.

il

fla

HIS. K. D. MADDISON.

Attorney at Law
Office 117 West Gold Avenue

ARCHITECT
F.

XV.

SPENCER

Arclilteot
1231 South Walter.

Stt

Phone

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEY8TER

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Publio
Rooms IS and 14, Cromwell ninsta,
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 188
A.

E

WALKER

Fire Insurance
Secretary Mutual Building
117 West Central Arenas.

VETERINARY
WILLIAM B ELDEN

--

i

r;

X

X

YESTERDAY.

National Lciijruc.
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
8 12
2
Cincinnati
7
FOR RENT
8
3
New York
Batteries: Weitner and tfehlci; Mc- FOR RENT Good room. 608 West
Ginnlty, Wiltze, Malaikey and
Silver. Phone 1196.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
At St. Louli
R. 11. E.
room with board. Apply Mr. XV.
7
2
6
St. Louis . . .
H. Reed, 415 N. Second.
4
7
2
lioston
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.
Raymond and Ludlow;
Uutteries:
use of bath, central. 410 East CenFlaherty, Dorner and Graham.
tral avenue.
RENT One pleasant room. In
FOR
At Pittsburg
R. 11. E.
quire 210 South Walter street.
1
3
8
Pittsburg
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
1
6
4
Philadelphia
room In private family; all modern
naileries: Willis, Camnltz and Gibconveniences; plenty of shade. 613
son; McQulllcn, Dooin and Jaeklltsch.
Fruit avenue.
R. H. E.
Second game

Pittsburg
Philadelphia

j

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

made-to-measu- re

I
i

CLASSIFIED ADS

BASEBALL

UAMKS

j
j

1

MAJOR LEAGUE

Why
!
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and

are

profiting by It. Do you
think conservative business men are spending
money where tliey are
not getting results? Get
in the swim and watch
your business grow.

N
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in
Albuquerque

per-son- ly

--

se

a:

Habitual

and

KILL the COUCH
the

Constipation

Dr. King's

New Discovery

-

i ;xr.

illliliilllttllll

figSEluiff

California

Fig Syrup Co.

ttwenb,rr

iiiuuiiiiimii

V

CW

III

J.

Surgery and Dentistry a 6peetaJl- - '
403 South Edith Phone 40.
4

Hair Dresner and Chiropodist. '1
Mrs. Bam Dim, at ner pariors
lte
the Alvarado and next door te
Sturges' cafe, la prepared
to glva
thorough scalp treatment, do hala
dressing, treat corns, bunions and
nails.
She gives massaga
treatment and manicuring.
Mr.
Uamblni's own preparation of cons
pltxton cream builds up the skin an 4
improves the complexion, and te
guaranteed not to ue injurious. Baa
also prepare a hair tonic thai curea
and prevents dandruff and batr failing out; restores life to dead halrj
removes moles, warts. and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibratos
machines. For any blemish of tl
faca call and consult Mrs. Ramhinl
ss-pos-

lng

The Remedy That Does.
"Dr. King s New Discovery la tao
remedy that does the healing; other
promise but fall to perform," Bays
Mrs. K. R. Plerson of Auburn Centra.
Pa. "It is curing me of throat aa4
lung trouble of long standing taa4
other treatments relieved only
New Discovery la doing sae
so much good that I feel confidant
Its continued use for a reasonable
length of time will restore me to
ct
health." This renowned couga
and cold remedy Is sold at all dealer,
SOc and 11.00. Trial bottle free.
teas-porarl- ly.

pe-fe-

Resolved that all orders for )
of any and all kind
and for all purposes be made out 4)
4 on the regular requisition blank 4)
of the Irrigation Congress pro- - 41
vlded for that purpose, and said
requisition must be signed; by 4)
chairman of the auditing com- - 4)
mlttee, or In his absence by the Ki
acting chairman; that all bill 4)
must
Incurred
be properly 4)
youchered before payment and 4)
4 audited at any meeting of the 4)
auditing committee,
by
the 4)
chairman of said committee, or
In bis absence by the acting
4 chairman.
HERO-HOLSPITZ. 4
Chair maa. 4
4)
D. MACPHERSON.
OEOROB ARNOT.
4 supplies

I

Aim OFF nOTFTlTIZEK.

UGE EICITT.

PERSONA Lt
V A

Shoes
uy Ouv
Your Money's

And Get

Worth

OU have a ri ght to expect and get what you
want and pay for. We do the game When
the quality, style ani fi ish do not come up
to our specification and standard, we send
them back. You have the same privilege.
You are in a position to demand the best values for
your money and that is what we guarantee in our
shoes.

S.SO

Men's Dress Shoes or Oxfords
Men's Work Shoe-- , Canvas or Leatht-- r
Women's Hinh Shoes, Blat'k or Tan
Women's Low Shoes. Black or White
HiRh or Low Shoes tor Hoys ami Girl

I. SO
1.78

I.OO
t.OO

to S5.00
to 3. BO
to B.OO
to A.OO
to 2.BO

HA OH

DO YOUR EYES TROUBLE, YOU

110

South S.Tonil Street.

Established

SMLE

1!XX

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises

Complete change of moving pictures
at Skating Kink tonight.
Horn yesterday morning to Mr. and
Mrs. Antonio Stanton, a boy.
1,. C. Walker, of Koswell,
fpent
yes.crjay in Albuquerque on busi-

will receive its charter within a short
time. The next regular meeting will
be held next Wednesday nigh', when
a degree team will be organized. It
is expected thnt this team will be

ness.
W. M.

drilled and prepared to confer degrees by the time of the meeting of
the Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress, when the lodge expects to hold
a territorial convention In Albuquerque.
Mrs. R. S. n.ile. of 622 South Walter street, returned to the city last
night from an extended visit to her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Richardson, of Blythdale, Mo. Mr. and Mrs.
Richardson accompanied their daughter to Albuquerque and will remain
several weeks visiting.
Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Must went to,
Mountalnalr. N. M., this morning on
the early train. Mrs. Hust will drive
ten miles to Eastvlew, to visit her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Murphy, for
several weeks, and Dr. Must will return to the city this evening. East-vieIs a small village high up on the
eastern side of the Manzanu mountains.
Herbert A. Peterson, the young
man killed at Nutt station Monday by
being knocked down and run over y
a Btrlng of cars, was burled at Fair-viecemetery this afternoon in the
presence of a large number of sorrowing friends and relatives. The
funeral was held at 2:30 o'clock from
O. W. Strong's chapel. North Second
street, Rev. Fletcher Cook, rector of
St. John's Episcopal church, offclat- Ing.
A quartette from the Presby- terian church furnished the music.
The pall bearers were members of
lodge No. 78. Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen, of which order the de
ceased was a member. A number of
members of the lodge, which Is located at San Marclal. were In attendance at the funeral. Mr. Peterson had
for
lived here and at San Marclal
eight years and was a favorite.
Mrs. Ella M. Edwards, aged 35,
of Wellington, Kas., who has been
making her home at 805 South Edith
street, died yesterday afternoon. She
Is survived by a baby five weeks old
and three other children who are
now at Wellington.
Mr. Edwards Is
connected with the Santa Fe as a
painter. The body Is now In charge
of French & Adams and will be taken
to the' old home at Wellington for
Interment. J. Q. Ross, Mrs. Edwards' father, and her sister, Mrs.
yesterday
for
Alto Rorthers, left
tlielr home. O. G. Ross and L. E.
northers, also relatives of Mrs. Edwards, left two weeks ago after a
Mr. Ross,
short visit In this city.
w hile attempting to rescue
a friend i
from drow ning the day following his )
return, was overcome and died before assistance could reach him.

'onrfll, of Las Vegas, was
the city yesterday on personal
business.
When you go on that trip to the
mountains buy your lunch goods at
the Richelieu.
A.
Miss Carrie Hurnett and Uoy
Poole, both well known in this city,
were married July 6 at Pueblo.
Lloyd Sturges and Charles Lembke
left this noon for Los Angeles,
where they will spend their vacation.
P. W. Bemis, of Thoreau. and W.
H. Marshall, of Ketner, were Valencia county visitors In the city yesterIn

day.

Before you get hungry place an order with the Richelieu Grocery.
George O'Neal, accompanied by his
dp lighter, Miss O'Neal, of Roswell,
"as In the city Wednesday visiting
and shopping.
George E. Ellis, a prominent
ranchman of near Placitas, has returned to his home after a few days
visit with friends In Albuquerque.
Bread from six bakeries at the
Richelieu grocery.
Mrs. Arthur Kavanaugh. of Wins-loAriz., Is spending a few days
wish Albuquerque friends. Mrs. Kavanaugh may decide to make her
home here.
Louis Judel, a shoe salesman traveling ou'. of St. Louis, Mo., passed
through the city this morning en
route to New York city on business
for his firm.
Herbert Hlckey. the little son of
Attorney and Mrs. M. E. Mickey, Is
suffering with a broken aim caused
by a fall while roller skating on the
sidewalks Tuesday.
W. W. Chadwlck, connected with
the tirm of Chadwlck & Co., arrived
yesterday
morning,
from Prescott
where he hag been looking after the
business interests of the firm.
Mrs. and Miss Collings, missionary
worker s In
the Congregational
church, are being entertained at the
pleasant home of Rev. and Mrs. J.
H. Heald, south of Albuquerque.
Why be bothered cooking thlt warm
weather when you can secure already
prepared cooked roast pork, pork
loaf, veal loaf, boiled eggs, cottage
cheese, tongues, potato salad from the
San Jose Market.
District Clerk Venable, acting for
the Republicans, and P. F. McCanna,
for the Democrats, drew a Jury box
of 500 names today from which will
be drawn the United States Juries for
the September term of court.
Mrs. Ben Helweg ami son, Raytonight
mond, will leave on No.
SPLINTER CAUSES
tor the Datil mountains thirty-liv- e
miles west of Magdalena to spend
the summer months with her b
BLOOD
ers, Tom and John Payne.
The regular business meeting of!
the Woman's Christian Temperance
cuilcully 111
M
union will be held at the home of Dr.
1Wm,
K11ll1K VieiX of
Margaret Cartwr.Kht 410 West Gold
Ul- - HaIHl
WooJ
avenue, Friday, July 10, at 2:30 p. m.
A full attendance is requested.
The condition of A. I stuar;, tne
Directors ami officers of the Young young
man brought to the St. Joseph's
Men's Republican club are expected
Monday evening with
to meet at the club's rooms. 120 West sutiitarium last
of blood poisoning, Is reSilver avenue, tonight at 8 o'clock. a bad case
ported very serious ana it is thought
Business of Importance.
Via
1... hi. ., uu.ll m. nVi
rt thnt
SoEdward Price, cashier of the
night.
will
not
survive
the
corro S.ate bank. Is in the city on
The accident which caused the
business.
blooi poisoning happened about thirLeopold Bibo filed suit in the Secty miles from Laguna about a week
court this afternoon ago last Sunday. Mr. Stuart was ty
ond district
against r.m,l liioo ana j. a. jaiumnii. ,nl a hors(j to B stake wne tha anl.
to get Judgment on a promisory note
rausillir a iarBa Dlnter
for J1.6S4 given March 4. 1H07. All of wood from the post to lodge in the
three parties live In Valencia county. young man's left hand. The splinter
K. W. Dobson appears as attorney for was removed and the wound dressed
the plaintiff.
by a Mexican doctor who lived close
John W. Corbett, chairman of the j by. Monday evening he came to this
executive committee of the Mountain- - city and went to the sanitarium
There he was put under
air Chautauqua assembly, left this treatment.
morning for his home at the Ozone the care of a local physician who has
city, after having spent a day In the done all in his power to save the
city making arrangements here for young man's life, but lt seems to no
the first meeting of the Chautauqua, avail, as the young man U sinking
fast.
which will begin August 15.
Mr. Stuart is a young man of about
Charles Nuckolls, Ralph Catenweln. 25 years of age and has been In the
Joseph Sprowles, Ralph Hook and sheep business near Laguna. where
Uoy Shallenberger, members of San the accident happened.
He Is a naMarclal lodge No. 7S, Brotherhood of tive of Toronto, Canada, and a brother,
Railway Trainmen, are In the city to. who has been visiting him for the
day to take part In the funeral servpast few months. Is with him at his
ices nf Herbert A. Peterson, who was bedside.
burled this afternoon.
camp. Modern
Social
Palmer's
roit SALE RESIDENT!? AT
Woodmen of America, held a special -- 02 NORTH EDITH AT A II ARfiAIN.
report
meeting last night to hear the
ADDRESS X. Y. Z , CITIZEN OF.
of C. O. Young, representative of the r'ICK.
atlodge, who recently returned from
Subscribe for Tne Citizen and get
tending a meeting of the grand lodge.
Mr. Young says that the local order j la news.

THESK sales occur twice a year and need no introduction as they have been the bargain events of Albuquerque
for fifteen years. Owing to our present heavy stock, which
we must cut down, we have reduced prices on all summer
goods from

New Rink

maTawaWaaaamaWamaawmmmmm

Most Popular
Place in Town

?5 to 40 Per Cent

Moving Pictures and

We quote Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suits at
- S17.50, they are worth up to $27.00
per suit.

Illustrated Songs

Nobby two and three-piec- e
Suits at
$3.75, S1 1.7 5, and SI 4. 75.

TONIGHT

Also big bargains in Underwear, Shirts,
wear, Etc.

w

RaiLLBNEI&Y

AT UNUSUAL
PRICES
Price Cutting Sale
continuing
tlie
of MilliWe are
nery, Trimmed and Pattern Hats inaugurated at
this store last week. Among the new arrivals which
go on sale at these Special Prices are a number of

MERRY WIDOW
.

and BAND SAILORS

Nothing is exempted in this sale. Everything in
Fashionable. Seasonable Millinery at Bargain Prices

Lutz
Miss
208 South Second Street

ONE PRICE
Every Balm a ado

Your Money Back

On Honor

If Yon With It

ALL GOODS MARKED
IN PLAIN FIGURES
J. L. BELL CO.

"5-1-

Montezuma Grocery
impuricu
X
X

s

r
ii
auuj uuihcmii

Liquor Co.

ihiku

LUrTtKana

Z

&

S. First St.

7

r

i
uruicuo auu liuuui
2

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Bottle or Case, Family
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

5

Trade Solicited

X

Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.
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Phone 1029

UVERY AND
311

boarding stable

Wist Sllvr Avenue

Albuquerque,

M. At.

D. Union Suits for Men Short Sleeves,
Knee Length
$1.25 per Suit. t
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DISCOUNT

SALE

On Men's and Boys'
LIGHT WEIGHT CLOTHING
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CHAFING DISHES

Monday, July 6th.
ALL BLUES AND BLACKS RESERVED.

Good Music

Call
OPEN MOANING, AFTERNOON and EVENING

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

Vann Drug Co

Palace
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THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
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COLOMBO

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 5. Second

119 W.

Cold
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For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
WHITE WAGONS
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Pictures ami Illustrated Song
This Week Are Better Than

Moving

UsiibL

The Columbo theater still continues

to draw crowded houses for both their
evening performances and, consider-

ing the excellent program of moving
pictures and Illustrated songs, lt Is no
wonder. Tonight is the last opportuwill
nity the Columbo theater-goer- s
have to hear the popular roller skating song entitled
"Roll Around,"
which Will Howard sings in a most
by
pleasing manner, accompanied
beautiful illustrated views. In addition to the above song he also sings
"Mary Blaine." another Illustrated
song which has been making an enormous hit In the east. 'A most pleasing set of films will be shown to the
lovers of moving pictures tonight and
a good evening's enjoyment
is In
store. Tomorrow evening, a complete
change of pictures will be on the
program, the most amusing, however,
helng the one entitled "In the Land
of the Ciold Mine," while the songs
baritone,
by Albuquerque's favorite
Mr. Howard, will be exceptionally
good.
One will be that beautifully
Illustrated ballad called "In the Sun
shine or the Shudow. I'll Be True."

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
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COAL IRON

CHAR

RANGE

II
Water, Heats it
Quicker, Uses Less Fuel,
Bakes Better, and gives
better general satisfaction than any other range
on the market.
Lasts

T

More

JJ

If you will call at 'our
store, we will prove
thsse facts to you.

Wagnct Hardware Co
CENTRAL AND FOURTH

We have just received a carload of

Carriages

NOTICKt
F. Nicolaet, who for the part five
years liaa been working for Tessier
mid several other barber Bliopa. has
opened a shop for himself. He can be
claused as one of tlie boosters for tlie
good of Albuquerque and extends an
invitation to the public to call and
we him In his new location on Cen
tral avenue next to Everltt's Jewelry
store.
Help for Those Who Have Stomach
Trouble.
After doctoring for about twelve
years for a bad stomach trouble, and
spending nearly five hundred dollars
for medicine and doctors' fees, I
my wife one box of Chamberand Liver Tablets,
lain's Stomach
which did her so much good that she
continued to use them and they have
done her more good than all of the
medicine I bought before. Samuel
Boyer, Folsom, Iowa. This medicine
Samples
Is for sale by all druggists.
free.

Buggies
Light Spring Wagons

andTop

As we are crowded for floor space we are making

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
We can save you money on any style or grade vehicle you want.

par-chas- ed

aPSSff Peter Shuttlcr Wagon 85X.
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
FIRST AND TIJERAS

I

For the best work on slilrt walA
patronize Ilubhs ltuiulry t o.
STACK TO JKMFZ I.KAVKS
WI'ST tiOI.H EVfcltY MUKM.NG

21
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AT

5 O'CLOCK.

mo

LATE TO CLASSIFY.
WANTED G!rl to ad Iress envelopes.
Adiress X, Citizen.
FOU KENT Close t.. shops, nicely
furnished room with board. 103
South E street.
FOU SALE Oood bURRy. W. II. Mo
211

Went Gold.
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MALLEABLE

?

Eb'gant set of bank fixtures, two
fine thoroughbred horses, aafe, meat
rack, desk, etc. Inquire Scott Knight,

Albuquerque

pay you.

T$Sm.m
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ATTEND

Hosiery, Neck-

WHY YOU 8HOULO BUY THE

FOR SALE
2

us. It will

S5.7S,

GOOD REASONS
GREAT MAJESTIC

FOR HENT Houses, I to 7 rooms,
one furnished.
W. II. McMilllon.
real estate broker, 211 West Gold.

Haven't room for them,
and are niuktnj special low prices this week to move them

and see

SIMON STERN

Million,

J ust received a lat'tre shipment.
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GREEN

Asmirts j on alwolute romfort in (ilusses Ground anJ'Fitted by us
BEBBLR OPTICAL CO., EXCLUSIVE OPTICIANS

Snuuld you fall lo receive The
Evening Ctliien, call up the
Postal TeleKraph Co., telephone
No. at), ana your paper will be
aMivrrt?l by special messenger.
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Our Vast Experience in the
Optical Profession

Al'lIH

t,

THVRSn AV. JVI.Y

The
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DKY work Is because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford u
have It do;ie at home

IMPERIAL LAUVDRT.
Our shirt and collar mnnt is pet
I
feet.
Our "UOMESTIO
the proper thing. Wi lead other

FIlH"

follow.

IMPERIAL

LAUNDRY CO.

Good
ROOM and BOARD

Standard
PlnmViinoro

and

:

Heating Co.

$4.00 a Week Up

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

412 West Central Ave.

B. !!. Briggs & Co.

THIRD STHEET

phonkci

DRUGGISTS Meat Market
Freh and Salt Meat
Steam Sausage 1 'actor jr.
EM1L KLEIYWOUT
Mawmlo IluUilInc. North Third Street.
Ail Kinds of

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Occidental Building

Bring Us Your Prescriptions

HOCGH

DRl.

Do you know what thl means If
not ack our drivers to explain It to
ywu.

IHrEIUAL LACXDIIT.

